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HOLLAND CITY NEWS
A,

VOLUME 32— NUMBER 21

HOLLAND, MICHIGAN. THURSDAY, JULY

V

IS, 1954

EIGHT RAGES— TRICE TEN CENTS

PoEce Waite Littk

New

Ticket

System

Zeeland Gty
New

Arresting Officers

A

in Burglary

WfeBohs Again

Case

Quick work by Ottawa County
deputies brought about the ar-

Started ky Police
In

Time

Designate Judge That

AsMerTelk

rest of a 33-year-old Holland man
on a charge of breaking and entering in the nighttime, less than
24 hours after the burglary was
reported.
Bias Duron, route 4, was arraigned on the charge before
MunicipalCourt Judge Cornelius

OfMeetiigLack

vender Meulen Monday and was
bound over to circuit Court after
he waived examination. Bond of
ZEELAND (Special) Zee- $500 was not furnished.
land's 'traffic violationsystem has
Duron is accused of taking a
been brought into conformance guitar valued at $200 from the
with most Michigan communities home of Clara Jesiek, route 4,
by Police Chief Elmer Bos.
early Saturday morning. The guiUnder the new system arrest- tar was recovered at Duron's
ing officers designatewhich of home Saturday afternoon and he
the two Justices of the Peace was arretted early Sunday mornViolators

Mist Contact

.

,

trialist

(Special) — Two
Four copies are now made of Grand Rapids residents were
each summons. One copy goes taken to Municipal Hospital for
to the violator,the other to the treatment of injuries suffered in
judge, one is kept by the Zeeland a two car crash at 12:15 p.m.
police and the fourth copy is sent Tuesday two miles west of the
to police of the area in which the dty onf M-21.
violator lives.
Evelyn L. Burba, 38, of 1955
Biggest advantage of the new Argentina Dr. and her son Ted, 9,
system is that judges will know were released after treatmentfor
what cases are supposed to ap- head injuries and lacerations.
pear before them, and after one Burba was driver of a car headed
week can send a warning and east that crashed into the side of
a car driven by John E. Vender
after two can issue a warrant
Ave,
Reports from the files of Jus- Veen, 49, of 1038
tice H.C. Dickman recentlyin- Grand Rapids that was attempting
clude a drunk and disorderly to make a ir turn on (he highway.

ZEELAND

v

Wem

Edith’s return.

May

SOMPETY— -BUMPETY— BUMP

os 26

tom

caterpillar tractor pushes sand off Hit
hill

of

large

wslphs mors thou four ton*,

Is

working

wMi

tlx

earth-movers to complete grading operations at

near a new US-31 and M-21 intersection the intersectionas concrete laying operations
Thb tractor, wMi a blade
are about to
(Sentineljdwfoj

begie.

that

east of Holland.

¥ ¥ ¥

Small and Wife

¥ ¥

i

Bypass Paving Starts;

Exchange Words

m

ALLEGAlt

—

(Special)

Edith Small exchanged the first
word* with’ her husband since the
shooting of Jules Lack on May 29
when the two met Tuesday afternoon in a small anterroom in Allegan court house, accordingto
Small’s brother, Robert
They were crowded together in

the room and Small

inquired

about their three children.They
joked briefly about their love
letters that were introduced in
evidence, and parted with Mis.
Small calling:
"Good luck, Ken."
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Someone in Holland may be out Small’s parents visited him in

Rendering Works Closes
One more link in the extensive Completion date lor
highway network around Holland jg laying ob the Hottaad bypass
on the

home

Dec

stretch.

:

31.

Meanwhile,work has started on
Highway Commissioner Charles
a 60 foot span crossing a small
M. Ziegler announced today that Black River tributary where the
work has starred on the 3.9 miles Zeeland bypass creeses Paw Paw
of dual 24 foot concrete; pavement Dr. 1% miles west of Zeeland.
for a, US-31 bypass from south of
The four-lanewide bridge Is beHolland east and north to M-2L
ing built by Canonic Construction
The project,expected to cost Company of South Haven. Engi-

Other fines include Jack Jelsma, 34, of 442 12th St, Grand
$574,833,leaves only the 7.1 mile neers are currentlyawaiting a pile
Rapids, running red light, $9;
M-21 Zeeland bypass from Vries- driver for the two-abutmentspan.
Warren Dale Andrews,25, of 1224
land to near the Black River brideg With much of the grading already
Logan St, Grand Rapids, running
for completion to finish four lane completed on the M-21 section,
red light, $9; Richard Dengate,
work is being concentrated on the
his cell at the Allegan county jail travel from Grand Rapids.
17, Grand Rapids, runnng red $3,500 — if a story told city police
Final grading operation on the mile-lonfstretch near' Vriesland
here Thursday by a Grand Haven Tuesday night
light, $9; Gerhard A. Ritsema, 17,
Holland bypass started Wednesday where more than 1,300,000 yards of
of 578 South Shore Drive, Hol- man is true.
as contractorsmoved in six heavy fill are being brought in.
Cyrus Wise, 79, of 29 Franklin Suffers Heart Attack
land, running red light, $9.
"Toumeaupulls”, big underslung
With the roadbed resting In the
nSt, walked into the Grand Haven
• Donald Steenwyk,27, of Grand police station at 7 Thursday night In Two-Car Accident
earth movers capable of carrying peat bogs, the entire section 104
Rapids, driving without lights on
14 yards of sand, i
feet wide must be dug out-someAnd reported that $3,500 had been
left side of highway, $10; Lester
A two-car collisionsent a The Toumeaupulls, along with ties as deep as 35 feet. Startingat
stolen from his apartment — but
A. Strong, 25, of Grand Rapids,
that the money didn’t belong to Davenport,Iowa man to Holland three bulldozers and a crane, are the eastern end of the bog, cranes
running stop sign, $7.
Hospital early Thursday night finishing up grading near the .Hol- are almost out of the deeper sechim.
land RenderingWorks plant, with- tions of peat.
Wise told polioetthathe had been when he suffered a heart attack
After the peat is dug. out, fill Is
Owners ‘Get the Bird9
given the money by a friend in following' the accident at 10th St. in 200 yards of the intersection.
Operations at the plant have brought in from a nearby hill raisHolland for safekeeping. But he and College Ave.
When Dogs Kill Chickens refused to divulge the friend’s William Noorlag, 76, Daven- stopped, and former owners A. P. ing the entire roadway several feet
port, Iowa, was reported in good Kleis and Sons will have all per- above the old level.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)-Al- name'
Why? His friend’swife didn’t condition by hospital authoritiessonal property off the site by Sat- D. E. Lancaster, engineer on the
ton Burke and „ Walter Lilly of
know
about the transacion, Wise who expected him to be discharg- urday. It is the first time in 49 job, said next operation'will be
route 1, Hudson ville, have found
year$ that operations have ceased "jetting the fill.’’ This operation
ed later this aftemopn.
explained, and he didn't want to
that It can be expensive to let
Driver of the other car, Roger at the plant.
consists of dropping one inch pipes
get him in "hot water.”
their dogs run loose.
Kleis plans to build a new plant at 10 foot intemls to the bottom
Wise declined to say why he did Naber, 19, of 165 East 18th St
Three dogs, two of them owned not contact the Holland man him- was issued a ticket for failure on a yet undeterminedsite, and in of the fill under hydraulic presby Lilly, have been establishedas self. But Grand Haven police are to yield the right of way. Dam- the meantime will move materials sure.
the dogs who have killed more asking anyone in Holland who has age to Naber's '49 model car was to other renderingplants in the Then water is pumped into the
than 150 chickens belonging to any knowledgeof the strange deal estimated at $300, police sftid. area. Practicallyall the employes, pipes to assure that the fill is
Estimate of damage to Noorlag's some of whom have bee nat the tighUy packed. "We should start
John M. Boss, also of route 1, to contact them immediately,
car was not immediately avail- plant for 20 years, will remaih that in about three weeks,” LanHudson ville, during the past two
able.
working during the interim period. caster said.
weeks. "Monday night, Boss shot
at one of the dogs and the animal Mrs. Fred K. Colby
did not return home.
Dies in Califoraia
Blendon townshipofficials reported to the Ottawa County SherWord was received Wednesday k
iff’s Department that the owners by Mayor Harry Harrington and
will have to pay Boss for the Carl Harringtonof the death of
chickens killed at the rate of ap- Mrs. Fred K Colby in Claremont,
Calif. Tuesday. Funeral services
proximately $1 a bird.

-

•

,

-

'

'

,

1

other two dogs have been are scheduled for Friday in Claremont,
disposed of by their owners. It is
Mrs. Colby was the wife of the
against state law to allow dogs to
late Mr. Colby who formerly was
run loose.

The

Ml

part owner of Macatawa Park
many years ago. Mr. Colby died

Mrs. Overway Files Suit,
Seeks $50,000

(Spedal)-Mrs.

Home

Harrison At Convalescent
Mrs Elizabeth Luteran, 83, died
Ave., Holland, has started suit in
Court, seeking $50,000in damages Tuesday morning at the home of
from Kenneth Van Rhee of Zee- Mrs. Jack Sytema, 64 West Ninth
St, a convalescent home, where
land.
she had been confined for a few
Van Rhee is the driver of a car
weeks. Her home address was 57
which hit Mrs. Overway’s husband
West Second, St.
last year on Sunday, Sept. 6 at
Surviving are a daughter, Mrs.
2:40 a.m. on the comer of River
William Hayden pf Seattle, Wash,
Ave. and Ninth St. Overway was
and a son, John, of Holland ,
thrown several feet through the air
and /died following the accident

j

mrthers, Mrs. Ada Johnson of
Holland and Mrs. Alvena Hall of
Grand Rapids.
Rites were conductedin Grace
EpiscopalChurch with the Very
Rev. William C. Warner officiat-

v>::

ing. Burial

w

X.TSMJ’K!
~r.r.rs: sr

yearag* park

-

JS

s-

officials said

Wed-

24, 1952.

Judged

has taken

m

was

Cemetery.

at Pilgrim

Home

‘

•

Supt Walter W. Scott explained the budget breakdown, distributing seven-page abridged budgeta of comparisons of receipts

,

him

four feet of school property

on the west side of his property
line for $250.
The new president,Dr. Lester
J. Kuyper, presided at the meeting which is the first In the new

school year. All members were
present except Mrs. John Kg
Winter who is vacationing. The
meeting lasted three hours and

Grand Htvea Council

jg

Approves Improvements

1,880 Take Adrantage

GRAND HAVEN-Grand Haven Of Mobile X-Ray Unit

•

City Council last week authorized
$1200 for improvements to the
Mariana building on Grand River,
which provides services for pleasure craft near toe city’s main
business district
The Harbor Commission has
$1,375 on hand from the.' State

J

WaterwaysCommission and
DRAFT GROUP LEAVES-Twenty-five
young men from
County, including 10 from Holland,left Wednesday al
from Grand Haven for Detroit where they will be
Hie a ntied forces. Uftto ligkt fort row ore Jo*
Allan G. Bennett,William Schilling,. Allen

a*.

000; adult education,$2500; visiting teacher, $750; library, $4,500; special * education, $8500:
dty recreation,$2,000; Hope College, $300; miscellaneous, $2,000;
short term loan, $25.04546;balance carried forward June 30,
1954, $65549.63.
Tit.

23 minutea.

y:-^»

r' V

Income comes from the following sources: state aid, $411,841.-.
80; local taxes, $327,13111;tuition, $122500; transportation,
$3,500; vocational education, $i-

m

a

Down

lengthy

$72,525.87.

mer and that he would have the were arrested py the sheriff’s de- rolled in 24 differentclasses.
The board approvedfinal plans
cMldren for about six weeks. This partment on Beech Rd. in Ferry sfor a two-room addition to Longconversationtook place after Edith burg July 2.
had filed for divorce.
Ralph H. Wind, IT, Grand fellow school The Md for conThen came the bombshell that Rapids, paid $50 fine and $10.30 structing the additionwas awardsent Mrs. Edith Small running costs Thursday afternoon for shoot- ed to Martin Dyke and Sons for
from the court room at 11:56 a.m. ing fireworks at the stock car their low bid of $14,654,July 7.
Mrs. Kenneth De Pree, secreStill testifyingon the conversa- races in Marne Monday night. It
tion, Robert said the European is reported that he threw one of tary, read a communication front
the Hamilton, school district
trfy rang a bell and he told Ken: the firecrackers out of a car. It
stating Hamilton was prepared
"Well, that ties in— Jules Lack landed in front of a two-year-old
to purchase a new bus to prowas going to Europe this summer, girl who received burns. Arrest
vide transportation for students
toe.”
was by Deputy Sheriff Roelf Bronfrom that area to Holland.She
also read a communicationsigned by several Lincoln school
Funeral Services Held
parents requesting bus service
particularlyduring the noon hour
Friday lor Hall Infant
for the kindergarteners and first
graders who are being sent to
Funeral services were held at
Longfellow school next year from
2:39 p.m. Friday for Sally Lynn
Lincoln school. The matter was
Hall, infant daughter of Mr. and
taken under advisement.
Mrs. M. Harold Hall, 64 East Ninth
The buildingsand grounds comSt. The baby died soon after birth
mittee announced that William
Thursday morning at Holland HosMokma, 246 West 19th St, haspital
accepted the board’s offer to sell
Surviving besides the parents

-

HAVEN

a

tenance, $33^94.18; fixed charges,
$8,750; auxiliary and coordinate
activities, $14540; capital outlay,

1954.

Under Advisement

Hubert Boudreau, 410 Homestead
GRAND
(Special)
Ave., Holland, filed a suit against
Van Rhee July 1, seeking $10,000 Proofs were submitted Friday
case brought by the
in damages for injuries he re- in
American Mutual LiabilityInsurceived in the same accident
ance Co. against Joy De Jonge of
West Olive, George Cox, Dewey
Park Attendance
Huitt and Raymond Dennis of near
GRAND HAVEN, Michigan F%nn ville in which judgment of
$348.52 plus costs is being sought
for damages as the result of an
accidenteast of Allegan on Oct.

the stand for

About 70 percent of the new
budget goes for instruction listing $715,78139. Other classifications are: Administration,$41370;
operation, $92,957.05; main-

-

mm
f

On

are a sister, Nancy, and the grand-

m

Damages
Mrs. Luteran Succumbs

GRAND HAVEN

\

brother about meeting Edith and This morning, a depositiontoken serve as speech correctionist She
a man he recalledwas Jules Lack from Small's father after he col- was graduatedthis summer ttm
when he was down In Florida lapsed Wednesday was introduced the State University of Iowa.
during March.
Arlene Ann Bowers of Martlsin testimony. In the statement,
1 think I met him," Robert the father said his son "went ville, IiuL, will teach later eletestifiedthat hs said, and dis- crazy" after learning of Lack.
mentary. She was graduated this
cussloi
tha sublet ended
Also read Into the record was year fnm BaU State Teachers
there.
the complahfe of divorce issued by College.
When Ken returned, Ms brother Mrs. Small Hoffman retd the
Supt Scott reported four
said, ha worked only mechanically complaint
vacancies yet to be filled.Two are
Because the quick pece of the In girls' physical education, one
la their dental clinic, and talked
constantlyof divorce during limch trial was slowed down consider- In mentally retarded, and one in
ably, there was some chance that upper elementary. He also submitperiods and other breaks.
Robert said he told Ken about Dr. Small’s testimony might be ted the school census report listMs impressions of Lack on the few delayed until Friday morning, but ing an all-time high of 3,925
occasions he met Mm in Florida. most observers felt he would take children and young people in Holland between the ages of 5 and
"Ken, I’ve met this man— he’s the stand late this afternoon.
(See
19. Children under 5 total 1.787,
an older man— a smooth person,”
giving a grand total of 5,712,
Robert said he told Ken. Robert page 17).
The board okayed a recomtestified that he felt Lack was putmendation of the ways and means
ting up some sort of a "front”— FoarFintd in Mwicipal
committee for reinvestment of
talking about air conditioning all
$815,000 la time certificates in
the time despite the fact that he Court in Grand Htfen
the Michigan National Bank. The
was so new in the industry.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Robert testified to the remainder Richard John Sklbbe, 20, of 1774 recommendationcalls for relnvestof the conversation:
Roeewood Dr., Jenison, was sen- ment of $500,000 for six months
Robert— "Let her go. She’ll be tenced Friday to Pay $25 at 2ft percent expiring Jan. 7,
hurt by him. I can’t believehe was fine and $5.50 costs in Municipal 1955; $200,000 for three months
what he presented himself to be. Court on a charge of simple lar- at 2 percent expiringOct. 7, 1954;
For a man supposedly wealthy, he ceny to which he pleaded guilty $65,000 for two months at 1 perstayed in a motel on the causeway June 29. He allegedly took 13 $1 cent expiring Sept. 7, 1954; $50,—far from the beach. He seemed bills from the Bert Mesberger 000 for one month at 1 percent
expiring Aug. 7,
to be looking for low rates In Produce Market on June 28.
Bills allowed for the month
Florida.”
Ruth Stuart, 34, and her husKen — "She seems to believe band, AlexanderStuart,35. Grand totaled $5945717.
George Lumsden, director of
everything she hears and sees.”
Rapids, each paid $20 fine and
At this point, Robert said, Ken $5.50 costs in Municipal Court adult education, submitteda rementioned Edith's desire to take Thursday on a charge of drinking port on adulft education for the
a trip to Europe during the sum- beer on a public highway. They past year listing 784 persons en-

in March, 1951

George Overway, 463

I* approximately$37,000 higher
than the 1953-54 budget of. $040,-

m

Mrs.

Be Out $3,500

fl

Monday night The new budget

"He was preparingto treat a period was AttorneyHarry Klein, and expenditures.
patient,” Robert said, “when he who handled Mr*. Small’s divorce
The board okayed contracts
dropped a piece of equipment and suit He reiterated Wednesday fbr four new teachers. Raymond
said: T can’t go on. I don’t feel testimony by telling of the change Roth of Litchfield, HI, will teach
well and I have to go home. Take that came over Dr. Small. He was Instrumental music. He attended
care of my appointment.' ”
cross-examinedthoroughly by Carthage College, MlllikinUniThat was on Tuesday and Ken Prosecutor Dwight Cheever.
versity and the University of
left for Florida on Thursday after
Kirin’s wife also testified. The Illinois. He spent three yean in
stopping at Robert's house Tues- two were neighbors of the Smalls the Army band.
day night for a two-hour talk, and according to Bin. Klein, were
John H. Spurgeon of Bristol,
Robert testified. "Ken told me very good friends.
elementary phyVa., win teach elem
that he had to get away— go to
Before Dr. Small takas the sical education. He attended the
Florida for a whUe— and that he stand to defend himself this after- University of Tennessee and the
would tell me more when be got noon, Mn. Bertha Sandler, Edith's State University of IcWa. He is
back," Robert said.
mother, is scheduledfor testi married and has one child.
Robert said that hs toM hit mony.
Anita Samonte of Chicago will

t

Local Person

.

:

A 1954-55 budget calling for an
outlay of $977,918.49was adopted
unanimouslyby the Board of
Educationat its monthly meeting

expected

XKNNETH B. SMAUL
the tension bristled (his
morning in the 65-year-old < AlAt this point, Mn. Small, seated
legan court house In anticipation
near the rear of the room, bolted
of Dr. Small’s trip to the stand.
out but her speedy exit was not
Just four minute* before the
noticed by many.
court adjourned for the daily noon
Robert continued testifying about
recess, Dr. Small’s wife, Edith,
conversation and said
aid that he said
ran from the court room for the
to Ken, "Maybe you can get cussecond time during the four-day-,
tody of the children.”
old trial while Dr. Small's denAccording to Robert Key antist partner,brother Dr. Robert
swered with sarcasm:
Small told of seeing Edith and
"Even prostitutesget the kids in
Lack in Florida.
a divorce in Michigan."
Dr. Robert Small started his
At the noon recess neared, Rotestimonyat 11:50 alter a com- bert Small concluded his mornpartively alow-movingmorning ing testimony by describings Ken’s
of Defense Attorney Leo Hoff- "slacking off’ at the dental clinic
man’s characterwitnesses. Only which made it hard to keep up on
five witnesses— two of them rethe regular appointments.
called— testified this morning.
Called back to the stand this
Explaining more of Ken’s rooming were Dr. Morton Lesser,
"dazed condition" after Edith re- Dr. Small’s roommate at the Uniturned from Florida April 6, Dr. versity of Michigan, and Julie
Robert Small told how Ken left Sandler, Mrs. Small's brother.
the office a couple of days after Their testimonywas short

And

Vtnder Veen told officers he
charge aganst Joe Kornoelje, 38,
of 53 Lincoln Ave., Zeeland. had pulled to the right shoulder
Kornoelje paid $53.90 on the of the road, and across the highway in ‘ front of the oncoming
charge.
Burba auto. Witnesses said Mrs.
Lee Wiersma, 19, of 160th Ave
Burba could not avoid the crash.
Holland, failure to have car under
control $53.90; Jacob John Ceplina, 18, of 116 Stewart Ave., Receive Minor Injiries
Grand Rapids, disorderly conduct
involving fireworks, $ll90; Mrs. In Car, Track Accident
Laura Rice, 63, of Shrewsberry Two Muskegon women received
Miss., property damage accident minor injuriesTuesday afternoon
involving disregard of officers when a car in which they were
signals and lights, $15.
riding collidedwith the rear of a
Jay Datema, 18, of 325 East pickup truck on River Ave. near
Main Ave., Zeeland, speeding 40 10th St
in 25 zone, $10; Thomas A.
Joyce Laird, SI/ and Betty Mael,
Glocheski, 20, of 700 Madison Ave, 24, both of Muskegon, were treatGrand Rapids, speeding 45 in 30 ed for lacerationsby a local phyzone, $17.90; Gaylord L. Smith, sician.Driver of the car, Donald
35, of 4560 Jefferson Ave, Grand Laird, 24, also of Muskegon, was
Rapids, running traffic signal not injured.He was issued a tic$9; OUa S. Strouse, 23, of 970 ket for failure to keep an assured
Lincoln Ave, Zeeland, running clear distance ahead.
traffic signal, $9; Melvin J. RosDamage to Laird’s car and the
ter, 18, route 2« Holland, drivng pickup driven by Gerrit DeWeerd,
without due caution, $9; Herman 49, <tf 162 East 26th St, was es'Vender Leek, 44, of 235 West timated at $400, police said. The
22nd St, Holland, running traffic impact shoved the DeWeerd bar
into other cars waiting at a stop
signal, $7.
In the court of' Justice Egbert flight The cars were not damaged.
J. Boes, Duane Kloet, 17, of route
3, Zeeland,paid 107.90 on charges
of driving while under the influ-

is

Scott Expiring

At Meetinief Board

to take the stand this afternoon
and tell the jury how he cracked under the strain before driving across Michigan to Ull hte
wife’s suitor, 45-year-old Jules
Lack, New York playboy Indus-

‘

ence of intoxicatingliquor.

Estimated Expenditares

—Dr. Kenneth Small

Formerly the justices knew

nothing about a case except what
was put on the ticket, a policy
that made it difficult to properly
assess fines.

Describe Dentist at

ALLEGAN (Sentinel Reporter)

violators must contact, a move ing.
that will make it possible for
justices to study the summons
before the violator appears for
.

Sopt

Slow-Moving Session

-

settlement.

Cktrader Witnesses

m-, ,•“*

'

„

pro-

posed that a new porch be erected,
tot exterior be improved atom
with other renovations.
A launching ramo is

A total of 1,880 persons In Holland and vicinitytook advantage
of Michigan Health Department*!
mobile cheat X-ray unit which
concludedactivities here —
1

before leaving for Grand
where they will he until J

—

-I

Overisel Church Scene of

Wedding

$55,000 Adtttoo

MBeBdat
LoogfeBowScbool
$22,

m RmnUbi

AtPrwyd PwkCWtfc
Aka m Weekly Lkt
Ab appUcAttoafrom

6 Uucatta

th» Board

for a >55,000

a«M-

tion to LongfellowSchool and a

>22,000 remoMtag job at Prospect Partt Qaktim
Church boosted bulfcBnf pmnlts
last weak to >105,618, acoordtaf to

Mon

applicationsfDad with Acting
Building Inspector Henry Looman

Oty

and

Ceric Clarence

"WHAT A

Cram-

young

^

Bat

—

That was th. impnoloa o* two

fcopM

lh^ M« The

Sentintl’ibig rotary

thay'll have to get along without it

when they

start

mm.

pabliA*

ing their "Weekly Planet."

' : £ M
Publishers' Plan Start
SHOWN AKOUND

aontm

Madcraft work taMa ora a
oroap of 4-H itudanh who returned to their
homes Friday night after attending a three-day
comp at PottawattamieBoy. Close to 50 attended comp last waak and • Ilka number is
registered for the three day event this weak.
In charge of arrangemants art Willis Boss,
4-H County Agent and Mrs. Groce Yonder Kolk
County Homo DemonstrationAgent. Shown

tor.

Other application*follow:
Clifford Cunningham, 307 Watt
12th St, erect garage IS by 20
feet >400; R Atman and Sons,
Larry
Ave* tear off twa

I"

Gibson, also ll.whtn

an. 12 appttcationa an
IDad during the week.
The school application«aHi tor
a 52 by 82-foot brick and fraaa
addition with a gypsum roof. M.
Dyke and Sena are contractosa.
The church appHcatioa calk for
an Interiorremodd job with new
balcony, partition and new eriUng.
Arnold Braadwhont k

DEAL

publisher,, H-yeor-old Irion Tabor (loft) ond Ronaio

Cnstrall
.

make

inferior repair*,>500; aalf,
contractor.
Uth-X-Bar,»45 West 14th St,
eat in openkg for door. >100; M.|
Dykt and aon, eosstractm.
Bony Bouwman. 55 Bu
»t, new garage, 18 by
toet,|
9700; W. De Leeuw rad Co* |

•eated oro Wesley Wiggers with the bird coop

and Rochelle De Vries,

Of Weekly

sorting wild flower*

Paper

(?)

token on a conservation tour previously.StandLife has been a

ing (left to right) art Dennis Wiggers, Mrs.
Mildred Brems, handcraftleader; Lambert De
Vries; Mrs. Mildred Scott, handcraft leader;
Tym Achterhof,Margaret Fought and Mrs.
Paul Elliott of Muskegon who conducted the
conservation lesson on Wednesday.

more

little

diffi-

cult than usual for the last couple

Ottawa County

of weeks at the Paul Taber and

Norman Gibson households

,

Real Estate

Elmdale Ct. and 147 Wert 20th St,

Mr. end Mrs. Robert D. Hkftje
(Prince

OVERISEL (Special) - White
mums and daisies,

at 569

photo)

ppgpp

I

cti

vciv

^ lt

secured by a half-hat of net!
and pearls. She carried a cascade

,

•

•

probably stay that
Taber
,
^^tor, U-yearKdd Ronpalms and candelabra decorated bouquet of white roses, baby
Gib#0Of give up their idea of
Sam Bosch at al to Jason I.
the altar of Overisel Reformed and ivy streamers. Her pearl neckWoldring A wf. Lot 7 South
Church June 24 for the marriage lace was a gift of the groom. lotting out a newspaper.
Miss
Gertrude
Warren
has
been
»
spending the past week in New of Miss Charlotte Nykerk and The attendants wore ldentlcal Neither boy is absolutelycertain Heghts Sub. City of Holland.
Robert Bale Hieftje. The Rev. gown* of taffeta with net over-l . t what wlli g0 into the paper, Fannie Sal et al to James NyYork where she toured the United
August Tellinghuisenperformed skirts, taffetaboleros and match- for ^t matter does either one huls A wf. Pt Lot 15 blk 16
lrW? Ektaga. in Wart llrt|
Nations Buildings there on a trip the double ring oeremony at 8 ing mitts. The maid of honor
predictthe date of the first Southwest Add. City of Holland.
St, addition to
_
John Vender Zwaag A wf. to
sponsored by Michigan State Col- p.m.
pink and the bridesmaids,blue. ^
they are convincedof
struct fkepko* >200;
thing— they’re going to pub- Willis Vender Zwaag A wf. N4
lege. Miss Warren waa one of the
The bride k the daughter of Mr Their colonial bouquet*
tractor.
NEi NWk A NWk NWk NE*
few students privileged to make knd Mrs. Francis Nykerk, route 5, matching headpieces were or blue
Tony Doeeman, 140 Wert 27th
this trip. She waa to viait apecial Holland, and the groom k the and pink carnations, contrasting Tentative r1*"* call for the ini- 29-6-15 (e.) Twp. Olive,
St, erect marquee, >800; Kraeo of
Itial appearance of the "Weekly Adm. Est. George W. Haysfead,
agencies,country missions and nephew of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Ash- with their
HoOand, eontraotor.
The bride’s mother wore a melon planet juiy io. And for every Dec. to Erwin Klein A wf. N|
lunch at the delegates dining room, ley of Hamilton.
Tony Domman,
and visit other points of interest Mrs. Gerald Kleinheksel, organ- silk shantung dress with navy and week afterwards "until we get Nl NE* 16-8-14 Twp. Polktec.
Am, brick k north ride of rtore,
John Collins to Donald
in the city and take in .several ist, played wedding music and white accessoriesand a white rose tired 0f
>U0O; Mukkrft^ ogntiwetom
hoys admitted that they Gleason A wf. Lots 105, 106, 107
ahowa.
Jerrold Kleinheksel sang "Be- corsage. TW groom’s aunt wore
llarinue De Fouw, 98 East 38th
A/2C Richard Sisson, ' who has cause” and ‘The Lord’s Prayer.” light green nylon mesh dress
name for their publics- 1 EvergreenPark Sub. Twp. Spring
St,
houra with garage atthrough extensive reading of I Lake,
been stationed at the Ladd Air Miss Gerrle Nykerk was her sis- pink accessories and a pink
"Superman’’ comic books where Louis J. Cooper
wf.
Force Base at Fairbanks, Alaska, ter’s maid of honor. Other attenA reception for 75 guests fol- the hero works for a newspaper Clarence C. Schowalter A wf. Pt
is home for a furlough in the home danfe were Miss Dorothy Lampen,
men Brea* contractor*.
E| SWJ 27-7-14 Twp. Allendale,
of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ed- bridesmaid; Miss Marilyn Nykerk, lowed in the church parlors.Serv- -ailed "The Daily
Five Star Lumber Co* 147
Ronnie, who are both Charlee Rittmeyer A wf. to
ward Skaon. He was accompanied ako • lister of the bride, junior ing were Misses Elaine
25th SU new house rad ga
grade, have no aspira- Henry L. Roman Jr. Pt NWk
A/2C Howard Bradley.They bridesmaid;Janice Hieftje.niecd Mary Kleinheksel,Joyce and Faith ^
frame conduction, 84 by 30 fort,
by jeep down the Alcan Lf the groom, flower girt and Lampen. Miss Elaine Nykerk and|tions to be Journalists,however. NEk 68-18 Twp, Wright
nd 14 by 30 fort, >9^00 rad >800;
Highway a distance of 4,200 miles. Gray Kaper, cousin of the groom, Lloyd Voorhorst presided at the They're simply going into the buai- Adm. Est. George W. Haysfead,
self, contractor.
Dec. to Harry Haystead A wf. Pt
They left the base June 18 taking ring bearer. Donald Hieftje assist punch bowl and Misses Ufonk Less "for the Money."
about two weeks fa* the trip. A/2C led his brother as best man and Tubergan and Joyce Gunneman Ator all, they want to be scion- E| Wi SEk 17-8-14 Twp. Polk,
;
Sisson will be stationedat Tucson, Chester Nykerk and Floyd Nykerk, were tin charge of the gift room. Lsts1 someday. And since two of
John Betten .A wf. to Arthur
Ariz., following his leave while the bride's brothers, were ushers. The bride and groom we Holland their business ventures have failed
A/2C Bradley will go to Dover, Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Kaper were High School graduates. She is em- already, they figure they’ve been Aukeman A wf. Pt NWk NSt
Del.
master and mistress of cere- ployed in the office of Hamilton through the mill. Furthermore,it 28-6-13 Twp. Georgetown.
Farm Bureau and the gfbom by L^e, lots if money to buy
Est. Jennie Start. Dec. to
The Fruitridge Home Extension monies.
aH‘«iemical equipment td| Henrietta Van^Dyk^Ix)! 28 KosClub held its last meeting for the The bride wort a gown of im- L. O. Stocker,as a construction
ter’s Plat No. 1 Spring Lake,
summer Wednesday evening, June! ported rose point lace over satin worker.
keep up their hobbies.
were | Richard Matthysse A wf. to
For
their
western
wedding
trip)
30.
It
was
in
the
form
of
a
picnic
fashioned
with
a
fitted
lace
bodice
Those
two
business
failures
Icebox
supper held at the County Park, and pleated tulle neckline.The Mrs. Hieftje chose a navy silk a circus and % magic show. The Bert J. Mulder A wi Lot 1
Thirty-one Were present for the sleeves tapered to points over the shantung dress with white acces- tvyo boys started the circus kit I tonga's Sub. Twp. Georgetown,
0rrle Vander Meiden A wf . to
annual Florida-Michiganpicnic wrists. A full skirt of nylon net sories and a corsage of white summer and the marie show
BSbothl George R- Botbyl A wf . Pt Lots
held recently at the Allegan Coun- over satin ended in a cathedral roses. The newlyweds will live in
ty Park. Officers were elected for train. Her veil of French illusion Hamilton after July 10.
the coming year and are as foltertTe»e,who wmldlkd
Richard Henry Johnson A wf.
lows: President,Ed Lyman of|M
first performances.
Grace Hamlin. •
htentiy when ra ke boa tipped
to Henry Paas et al Pt SW1
Casco; vice president,Vernon1*”
"We plan to circulateabout 75,?
NE} 11-8-16 Twp. Spring Lake.
amr and cnohed hk ahrii Friday
Margot of Ganges; secretary- Mrs. E. S. Parrish has returned
Brian estimated with the air of a
from Pittsburgh, Pa., where she
monte. Ite ehOd waa teptag
Adm. Est. Katherine Brandt
. rad Mi*. Oyda Wonsn Nkboer
treasurer,Mrs. Bernice Knox; proveteran executive."My dad has
(Von Der Hoop photo)
ra
Dec. to John Shoemaker A wf.
.ram cjinnan. Mr,
some equipmentthat we can print
WeileyraMcteodkt church of Ab land Ugh School and the groom,
N| SEl SE| 32-5-13 A pt N|
an),. Mra. Eugena Brunaon
/^jlam
H. Parridi,
them on."
a
graduate
of
Holland
High.
Call
SEi 32-5-13 Twp. Jametown.
kndak was the seat of the
Ian interestingtalk on a trip to
"We are going to deliver them Peter H. Van Ark to John ,W.
whom
many here will remember.
triage of Mbs Mary Jane Jonker,
(Mexico for this year’s program.
, .door-to-door and try to pick up
Rev. Parrish was married in the
wee 1 daughter of Mr. awd Mre. John
Looman A wf. Lot 27 Blk E R.
A wedding of interestto Gan- church of which he is a pastor.
All members of Ottawa County s subscriptions,". Ronnie , cut in.
H. Post’s Park Hill Add. City of
" ra Jonker of route 2, Wert (Rive, and
Iges residents occurred recently at
Mrs. Rene Goodrich and sister CivU Defense air ground observer «TVe’re going to print any news Holland.
the prat of many farm woriras Clyde Warren Nkboer, sow of Mr.
Beloit, Wis., when Howard Clifton
units were placed on a 24 hour call
we
gather ourselvea and
(Fran Batardajr’sSentinel)
of Allegan and tor niece and
Fred Bosma Jr.
wf. te
caused the old Sm box to fall oner and Mrs. Jack Nkboer, 8r* route
early Thursday night when a maxipap^ for a nickel"
Batey, son of Mr. and Mrs. Clifton
nephew Mr. and Mra. Wayne EdFloyd Padding A wf. Lot 10 WalThe tora- 2, Holland, Tuesday. June 39, at
mum alert was placed in effect. They didn’t have any plans for do’s Sub. City of Zeeland.
7 JO pm.
The training maneuver, known advertising unless the popularity
spent
last
week
tore
at
the
GoodCornelius Grasman A wf. te
Traditional wsddinK nurie waa
as "exerdre Chwkpoint,” taclud- L,
publication creates a derich cottage on the County Park
Henry
Vanden Brink A wf. Lot
by Mrs. Alvin Heyboer,
ed units of the United States and jjjand.
Rd. '
who neeompankd Don Van Geld- two children,Alan and
Canadian forces according toan
^
Wea? Qf all
**’ ***
John's Lutheran church at Beloit
Timo
| Robert Stillaon, was elected as announcementty Gen. B. W. Chid- Luinjj- wre playing tennis.
eren as to sang > *1 Love You spent the weekend near Wellston,
a.
B^teyJ?
delegate from the Methodist Men’s
Truly” "Because" and ‘The on a fishingtrip.
taw, wmmandtag rificCT rf
aU,yomob|le weident
Set Cast
Mr. and Mra. Darwin Smepd
Lord's Prayer.” The Rev. Ben G.
^fe^Coffl™nd 8
H
^b.
broiref
Visit
Wyma, unde of the bride, read received word of the death of tor n farming, tofore Jnducticn into
Brian, they figured they’d like to Holiand
whlch wu held July 9 to 11 SP™8*’
the service before n setting of uncle, Vinson Dennis, who died at the service. Mr. and Mn. Batey
GRAND HAVEN (Spedal)
mni™ that*. k/uw,» **«* ^^urdue Univcnity at Lafayette, Td'e un^teth Canadian Tild SI
nei«hb<J*
-Maude Kool to Gerrit J.
palms, candelabra and altar bou- VeteransFacility,Grand Rapids. wiii
Mrs. Minnie Van Huizen is will make their home in Fort
Circuit Judge Raymond L. Smtth quets.
** exciting. KlekintveldPt SW fril 4-5-16
U.S. units. The U S. components Thugi
birth 0f a newspaper. Two Park.
Worth, Texas, where Mr. Batey is
win render a decision soon hi the
Mr. and Mn. Dak Olsen and
The bride, escorted to the attar spending a few day* with her stationedat present,serving in the
cast of Milo D. Sovk of Grand by her father, wore a gown of daughter, Mrs. Jake Sietsema,
three children, of Kirkwood, Mo.,
“ aU goe8 J*11 of
Harry DeVisseret al to Hans
U.S. Air Force.
and the army anti-aircraftcom- may t* making headlines some- j# Knutson A wf. LoW 20, 23, 25,
Haven who k seeking >200 from white slipper satin fashioned with near Coopersvilk.
Miss Myrth Gooding 1, her* tor
day themselves. They have a lot1 29, 34, 36, 41, 44, 46 Wildwood
William J. Wlpperfurth of Tri- fitted bodice, bertha neckline,long Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lowing
a visit in the home of her
°f Mr. and Mrs
Other Personnel and equipment of big plang
rocket trip* to
Sub. City -of Holland.
Otkf Fuel and Supply Co. of sleeves and full skirt with long and two children of Grand Rapids
of the major USAF commands, Mars and such
Ferryeburg for a televisionart train. Her veil of illuaion with and Mr. and Mrs. Russell Lowing Mrs. Gladys Gooding and other rarl 1>orensenHarry DeVisser et al to John
iciauvca coming
iuunii£ nuiu
from Ruth,
rvuui, Nev.,
nev.,
• n
«
V;S- Sa.V' ^,Fo!5e
And who know,. The newtpaper H. Van Dyke A wf. Lots 34, 36,
Sovk traded to white trying out Chantilly lace border was held in and Loma of Conklin spent last relatives
Alr Nations Guard, participated ml ht last Va0i
t
27, 28 Wildwood Sub. Qty of Holanother art which to contends plica by a headband of pearls en- week Friday evening with their where she has been a teacher for) JOB OI rOnDOf s FOOfttO
Canadian
activities involved parti- it that ti
a number of years.
was not satisfactory.
land.
parents
here.
Judge
Admitted
to
Bur
twined with net She carried
cipation by RCAF and the air de- 1
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Nye and
After proofs were submittedhi
Harry DeVisseret al to Simon
Miss Mary Lou Huver of Lowell
white Bible with white and pink
fense
under
direction
lense
command,
unaer
airecuon
D1
*U_
Billy Nye returned Tuesday from
court Friday afternoon,the judge,
Sybesma A wf. Lota 24, 36, 27, 28
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
has been visiting for the last month
of
Air
Vice
Marshal
A.
L.
James
Man
FleadS
utility
carnations.
Jackson where they spent the holicourt reporter,the partiesinvolvWildwood Sub. City of Holland.
The maid of honor, Mis* Alice with her sister, Mrs. Ed Smit and day in the home of their daughter, Edward P. Kirby, son of the late
ed and their attorneys and a teteLewis W. Reghel A wf. to
Charge
Carroll, wore a ballerina length family of this place.
Edward
P.
Kirby
who
served
a?
Mrs. Merle Dresselhouse and famvkfco technirian of Grand
Clara A. Blease Lot '18 Bottje
gown of blue taffeta with net over- Mr. and Mn. Frank Snyder and ily. They were accompanied home Ottawa Probate Judge before Command, air training command
GRAND HAVEN (Special) — Sub. Twp. Grand Haven.
visitedthe Sovis home in Grand
skirt and carried a bouquet of two children,Yvonne and Jack,
by their grandson, Gary, who will 1920; waa admitted to the Michi and fighter bases all over the George D. Ricketson, Pentwater, Harry DeVisseret al to Elmer
Haven to inspect the
yellow carnations.Mrs. Ted Wal- spent last weekend with his neUnited States simulated the pleaded
______ guilty in Circuit Court j Rowder & wf. Lots 19, 30, 37,
spend the week here with his couset
gan State Bar before Judge Raywood as bridesmaid wore a yellow phew, Mr. and Mn. Forrest Sny- sins.
aggressor forces in the joint train- Friday . to a charge of carrying 38i 43 Wildwood Sub City of HolSovie contendsthe sate of the
ballerina gown and carried a der, Jr., and family at their cotconcealedweapons and will re- land.
The Rev. and Mrs. Frank Collins mond L. Smith in Circuit Court ing
new art was not to be completed
colonial bouquet of bide carna- tage at Peterson’s Lake near Freof
South Bend, Ind., came Wed- today. He was admitted on moAir Force officials said the Joint turn July 27 for disposition. Bond
until be was satisfiedwith the
Anna Wessellnk et • al to
tion*. The flower girt, Joy Ettuut, mont
nesday for a short visit in the tion of Jacob Ponatein, Grand training maneuvers was the of >500 was not furnished,
deal His old set was sold in the
Maurice Yelton A wf. Lot 87
Mn. D. Smead and two children
cousin of the bride, wore a white
home of her parents,Mr. and Mn. Haven attorney and associate largest yet held on this continent Ridcetson was arrested by state Rutgers Add. Central Park, Twp.
meantime and now he k seeking
frosted organdy gown and carried and Mn. Flora Tuttle spent last
Harry Kieman.
The exact dates of the exercise police July 5 in Crockery township Park.
>200 which he figures the old set
flower petals in a white basket week Thursday with relatives in
municipal judge.
were not known in order that an after a stolen car he was
was worth.
Russell Vincent of Saginaw spent
HoltondJackie Wheeler carried the ring*
Kirby, 33, lives at 520 Washing
element of surprise would lend a tipped over and police saw him I |i ||,_J UAthe weekend here with Mn. VinMr. and Mn. Floyd Lowing
ton St with his wife and two sons,
on a satin pillow.
degree of realism to the mtneu- take off across a field with a suit-| nOUallQ man vllftl
cent and their two sons in the
Lut Rito Sadi?
Paul Nkboer attended his spent Tuesday with their son, Rus- home
4 and 5. He was bom in Muskegon
j case. A 38 caliber revolver was
of her mother, Mn. Clinton
Following Aceidtnt
brother as tort man and Keith sell, of Conklin.
and spent most of his life in DeAlthough a majority of the air- on his person and he admitted the
Ely. Mn. Vincent and boys reFir Gafts Renfat
Nkboer, another brother, was Mr. and Mn. Elwood McMullan
troit and Iowa. His grandfather
craft fly at a high level, such car theft
turned with him to Saginaw, havGRAND HAVEN (Spedal)'
groomsman. Candka were lit by have returnedfrom a’ southern
was a pioneer shipbuilder
Ricketon said he
to was return- Fred Dorgelo, Jr., 34, of 368 Wert
FENNVILLE (Spedal)
as the bombers that passed over
ing spent two weeks here with tor
Grand Haven, coining here from Holland Friday and Saturday, ing to Jackson where he was em- 20th St Holland,waa issued, a
Funeral services were held at the ushers, Dennis Jonker and honeymoon and will live in Spring mother.
Lake."
3 pm. Sunday from Chappell Roger Bartels.
many came in at low level ployed as a cement finisherfor a summons by state police for exMn. Corinne Barnes and a Ireland.
Kirby’s father raved as probate
The bride’s mother wore a light Mrs. Emory Scott and two chilFuneral Home for Benjamin Larattack formations giving the civil contractor on a job at Southern cessive speed following an accifriend, Mn. Ethel Finn, spent last
blue draw and chose black and dren returnedto their home at
judge for Ottawa county from ground observers practice in the Michigan Prison.
son, 83, who died at
dent on US-31 five mflef north of
week on a trip to northern Michi1901 to 1916. Kirby was graduated,
Angus J. Blackmer, .23, Muske- M-5D at 2 a m. Saturday.
County Hospital July A Last white accessories and a corsage Romulus last Saturday after spend- gan.
defense
of red and white carnations. The ing a week with her parents, Mr.
from the University of Michigan
gon Heights, pleaded not guilty A car driven by Howard T.
rites were ddayed for the return
Mr. and Mn. Robert Simonds
to a bastardy charge. Bond of Tamillow, 44, Chicago, going
of the son, Louk of Qricsra .who groom’s mother wore a printed and Mn. Charlk McMillan of Bass and the latter’s parents, Mr. and law school last year, just 53 years
sheer drees with black and white River. •
after his father was graduated Six Driver! Cited by
$S00 was continued and trial will north, missed the driveway at a
waa on vacation.
Mn. James McCotmeal of Effing- from the same school.
accesaortas and red and white
Mr. and Mn. Floyd Lowing and
be held during the* October term. tavern and was attempting to
The Rev. Henry Ale
ton, ID., spent the holidays at a
During World War II, Kirby License Inipector
Mr. and Mn. Floyd Lowing, Jr.,
the Gances Mrthodkt Church offt* carnation corsage.
turn around. The rear of the ear
cottage
on
the
lake
shore.
At the reception in Allendak spent the holiday weekend at their
spent three years with the U. S.
dated. Burial was to
extended over the pavement, alWeekend
guests in the home of Army and was severly wounded .grand haven (Spedal)
Fire-Man
Strike
Hilt*
township
ton
for
100
guests.
Miss
cottage at Diamond Lake near
Cemetery.
though it waa reported the lights
Mn. Gbrtrude Walker were Mr. in France. His wife, the former Milan Clark, license inspector for
For mar yeses, Mr. Laesra Betty Bouwan and Glen Geurink White Cloud.
in both the rear and front of the
and Mn. Roland Foster of Chicago Rose Butler of Whittemore, la., Western Michigan,dted six 34-Mile Long Railroad
ktod
at
the
punch
bowl
and
at the Clarence Debtor
drivers for various traffic violacar were on.
Mr. and Mn. Jack J. Nkboer arGREEN BAY, Wi*. (UP)- Five Matthew Porpora,47, Chicago,
tions last week.
Kayen Pitckcs Cnbi
ranged the gifts. Mr. and Mn.
They indude Raymond Alsip, men today idled aU 34 miles of was to be treated for head laceraStanley Nkboer served as master T« ‘C’ League Wia
the Ahnapee
and Western Railway tions by a physicanin WhitehaD
22, of 454 West 18th St,
.
”“b”
and mistress of ceremonies.Guests
George
J. Pierson, 19, of 193 East It was probably the smaDest rail- where the party waa going to a
were served by the Mimes Mildred
Ronald Kuyen allowed just four Allegan.
38th St, both of Holland,who I road atrike in history.
cottage.
f __
KnoU Beiyl Harrington, Carolyn bits and strock out 10 in pitching Mrs. Waldo Phelps was hostess
had their licenses revoked; Jon The railroad’sonly nm is. beto
the
Ganges
Bridge
dub
at
her
mOTTUlgt
UCtlUtt
Harrington rad Winifred Grass- the Cubs to an 8-3 victory over
W. Schrotenboer, 19, of 186 East tween here and SturgeonBay, a
Ottawa County
the Redwings in "C” League play home this afternoon.
mid.
Lot* of Traffic
32nd St, Holland, who wa> given distance of only 34 miles. It operJohn
Adamson
Ewart
Jr,
26,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Jon
Floret
and
The
rawlpwads toft on a north- Friday night Butch Diepenhont
mm
a
More than 125 vehicles of tits
ates
as
an
interchange
line,
servfamily of Chicago are spending the and Caryl Jane Curtis, 23; Wil- six months probation; Douglas
trip. For traveling was tobtod the plate.
nh 8L to Fenya- era
Illinois Air National Guard are
ing
a
plywood
firm,
a
milk
comKuyers,
18,
of
44
South
Divsion
Tom Wkrama and Ivan Waasink month of July here in the liume of liam Burton Victor, 35, and
told state pokes the
» t Mght gray suit,
passing through Holland July 10
the latter’smother, Mr*. Berth* Florence Ellen Stam, 31, aD of St, Zeeland,six months proba- pany and a ship buDding con
pink and formed the losing battery.
men made their last :~Z
run the way to Camp Claybanks raar
tion;
Louis
Austhof,
83,
route
1, 1 The
Holland;
Robert
L.
Bolthouse.
20,
uon;
xxnua
au»uu»,
00,
ivuic
unc
They will For the winners Donald Wold- Plummer.
ikegon. At 10:25
'
Mrs. Paul Yuhasz and two chil- route 1, Spring Lake, and Helen | Hudsonville, 30 days suspension, shortly after midnight. They left vehicles passed through, at 11:15,
jMto titer home at route 2, Wert ring had three hits and Ronald
.....
i
thofr
posts
after
arriving
at
tne
and William S. Davis. 20, route 1,
Woldrinf had two. Bob Stoel had dren of South Bend, Ind., were Cleone Kaufman, 18, Grand
5% and at 12 :15 pm. 41
Grand Jiaven, 60 days suspension. Sturgeon Bay terminal.
visitorsrecently in the tome of Haven.
Tto bride k a graduate of Saapeonies, baby
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Married in Immanuel Church

Brouwer-Genzink Rites Read

15,

1554

Married in Ninth Street Church

Bride’s

Home

Scene of

Wedding

•A
if

Mr. ond Mrs. Theodore E. Bowmon

I

Immanuel Church was the At
Assisting the groom were Dr.
scene of a summer wedding Fri- Jack Heurlin of Chicago as best
day, June 18, at 8 p.m. when Miss man, Ray Hendee and William
ElizabethElaine Logsdon and Barrett of Wheaton, Jack HeetTheodore Earl Bowman were derks of Grand Rapids and Ralph
united in marriage. The bride is Victor of Evanston.
the daughter of Dr. and Mrs. S.
For her daughter’s wedding,
Franklin Logsdon, 7 West 29th Mrs. Logsdon wore a shell pink
St., and the groom Is the son of embossed nylon dress. The
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Bowman of groom'k ihother was attired in
Evanston, 111.
pink lace. Each wore a corsage of
The rostrum was attractivelypink talisman roses.
Mr. ond Mr$. Lester Brouwer
decoratedwth palms, ferns arMusic was provided by Mrs.
(Bulford photo)
rangements of peonies and cande- Jean Kleinheksel, organist, and
Graafschap Christian Reformed wore a dress like the bride’s and
labra. The double ring ceignony Richard Whitehead of Wheaton,
Church was the scene of a sum- carried a basket qf rose petals.
was • performed by the bride's who sang, "For You Alone" and
mer wedding June 24 when Miss Gary Lee, in a white suit, carried
father, pastor of the church, "0 Perfect Love."
Dorothy Genzink became the a white lily.
assisted by Pastor Paul Hedberg, Following the ceremony a rebride of Lester Brower. The douLawrence Brouwer, brother of
uncle of the groom.
ception for 500 was held at the
ble ring ceremony was read by the the groom, was best man. Ushers
Given
marriage ‘by her Woman’s Literary Club. The gift
Rev. L. Oostendorpbefore a set- were Russell Genzink and Russell
father, the bride wore a colonial room was in charge of Miss
gown of nylon net which featured Ruth Barrons. Presiding at the ting of palms, ferns, candelabra Brower, brothers of the couple.
a ruffled skirt forming a chapel- punch bowls were Misses Sally and bouquets of white peonies, At the reception for 90 guests
snapdragons and gladioli. ’White in the church basement, Miss
length train. The bodice was trim- Turner and Delores Skippers,
Ruth Dykema and Ed Slenk, servmed with medallions of irides- college friends of the couple. Mr. bows marked the pews.
Parents of the couple are Mr. ed at the punch bowl and Miss
cent sequins. A seedpearl and and Mrs. Rendert Muller were
and Mrs. John Genzink, route 6, Leona Busscher and Mrs. Alfred
sequin decoratedcrown held her master and mistress of cereand Mr. and Mrs. Richard Brou- Bosch arrange the gifts. Mr. and
fingertipillusion veil. She carried monies.
wer, route 4.
Mrs. Haryey Genzink were master
a colonial bouquet of white prince
Mr. and Mrs. Bowman both
Traditional wedding music was
mistress
ceremonies.
and pink delight roses.
were graduated from Wheaton played by Miss Joanne Bruizeman, Serving were Misses Corkie GeenMiss Lois Bowman, sister of
organist Gerrit Dykman sang en, Virginia Wedeven, Hazel
the groom, attended the bride as College June 14. They will make
"Because,""I Love You Truly” Tucker, Julie Overbeek, Bertha
maid of honor. Bridesmaids were their home in Wheaton, where
and
"PreciousLord, Take My Vander Kooi and Shirley Slenk. A
Misses Jane Sinclair and Marion they will be instructors at the
Hand."
program included group singing,
Barrons of Wheaton, HI., and Williams Military Academy. The
Miss Mildred Craycraftof Chi- groom also plans to attend North- Given in marriage by her father, accordion solo by Marian Genthe bride wore a white satin gown zink accompanied by Miss Leona
cago. Identical gowns of blue iri- western University where he will
with fitted bodice and long lace Busscher, reading
Wayne
descent organza were worn by do post graduate work for his
sleeves pointed at the wrists. Her Boeve, solo by Gerrit Dykman acthe attendants. Each carried a master’s degree.
bouquet of pink delight -roses. Out-of-townguests were from skirt of net over satin featured companied by Miss Joanne BruizeRuth Ann Harrington,flower Buffalo, N.Y., London, Canada, insets of lace. A headpiece of man and prayer by Rev. Oostenlace and pearls held her lace- dorp.
girl, was dressed in flesh color- and Iowa, Chicago, Wheaton,
The bride, a graduate of Holed organdy and carried a' nose- Evanston and many parts of edged fingertipveil. She carried a
cascade bouquet of white snap- land Christian High School, is emgay of sweetheartroses.
.
dragons centered with white roses. ployed at Holland Motor Express.
Miss Marian Genzink, who at- The groom is employed at Nientended her sister as jnaid of honor, huis
y
Mrs. Petri Scott Dies
wore a gown of light blue net over
The newlyweds have returned
taffeta, with matching mitts find from a wedding trip to' YellowAt Home in Stvf thick
carried a colonial bouquet of stone NationalPark and Denver,
SAUGATUCK (Special) - Mrs. white snapdragonsand pink car- Colo., and are at home at 497
Pearl Scott, 62, died of a heart nations. JoAnn Brouwer,niece of Lakewood Blvd. For traveling the
conditionabout 10 a.m. Friday at the groom, and Gary Lee Gen- bride Wore a pink linen suit, white
l*r home, 621 Lake St., Saugatuck. zink, nephew of the bride, were accessories and white rose corShe was found dead in the home flower girl and ring bearer. JoAnn sage.
in
about 11:15 a.m. by her sister-inlaw, Mrs. Ray D. Anderson.
ZEELAND (Special) -Strik- Mrs. Scott, widow of John Scott,
ing' out an amazing total of 20 had lived in California until the
batters, John De Mey, imported beginning of April, when she came
Zeeland Chix hurler, slammed to Saugatuck to make her home.
down the Holland Flying Dutch She was bom in Indiana Feb. 18,
men, 2-1, Friday night with a 1892, to the late Mr. and Mrs.
three-hitter at Zeeland Athletic Oscar Anderson. ' i
Field.
Surviving are a sister, Mrs.
De Mey, who beat Grand Hav- Robert Franklin of Buchanan, and
en in the only other contest he two brothers, Ray D. Anderson of
pitched for the Chix this season, Saugatuckand Leroy Anderson of
is a product of Calvin College in Rensselaer, Ind.
Grand Rapids. But he’s almost The body will lie in state at
invinciblefor the Chix— and Vri- Dykstra Funeral Chapel tonight
day night he was in almost per- from 7 to 9. Sunday it will be taken
fect form as he pitched to only to Jackson Funeral Home in Rens-

RRHRHBtoHHHHPM
Mr. ond Mrs. Horion Jurries
(Bulford photo)

Mr. ond Mr$. John Dykjtro

Miss Arldh Smit, daughter of Truly." Miss Marlene Joostbems
(da Vries photo) Mr. and. Mrs. Bernard Smit, and played the traditionalwedding
Miss Ellen Branderhorst became Arlene Branderhorst and Miss Harlan Jurrlcs, son of Mr. and marches.
the bride of John Dykstra- in Grace Dykstra. They carried cas- Mrs. Justin Jurrics,all of Hamil- A reception for 35 guests was
double ring rites Friday evening, cade bouquetsof blue and white ton, were married June 23 at the held at the home of the bride1*
June 25, in Ninth Street Christian carnations and wore braided net home of the bride'sparents. The parents. Miss Phyllis Jooatberns
Reformed Church. The bride is the headpieces.
Rev. Clarence Denekas performed and Shirley Oetman served and
in
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Arnold
Assisting the groom were Jacob the double ring ceremony before Mrs. Garrad Peters and Miss Dap*
Branderhorst, 486 Lakewood Blvd. Dykstra as best man and Harold a setting of palms, ferns, baskets lene Overbeek presided at the
Mr. Dykstra is the son of Mr. and Branderhorst and Sam Boerlnga of peonies and candelabra.
punch bowl
Mrs. Elias Dykstra of Grand as ushers.
The bride wore a pink linen
The bride, a Holland High
Rapids.
For her daughter’s wedding Mrs. suit with white accessories and School graduate, is employed In
The Rev. Marvin Vanderwerp Branderhorstchose an aqua dress carried a white Bible with an the office at W.E. Dunn Mfg. Co.
performedthe ceremony before an with white accessories and wore orchid. Miss Donna JurrTes, sis- The groom, who was graduated,
arrangement of ferns, candelabra a corsage of pink carnations and ter of the groom attended as from Allegan High School atand bouquets of peonies and glad-' roses. Mrs. Dykstra selecteda pink maid of honor wearing a rose tended Davenport Institute,
and
of
ioli. Mrs. Allen Bultman played dress with pink accessories and dress with a matching tiara. She Grand Rapids, and Is employed at
the wedding marches and accom- had a white corsage of carnations carried yellow and white carna- the Hamilton Farm Bureau.
tions.
panied Prof. Seymour Swets of and roses.
Followingther wedding trip to
Garrad Peters assisted the Niagara Falls, the couple is livCalvin College as he sang "BeAt the reception for 80 guests in
cause,” "The Pledge” ahd "The the church parlors,Mr. and Mrs. groom as best man.
ing at 172| West 21st SL
Lord's Prayer.”
Don Branderhorst were master Miss Eleanor Schtevlnk, soloist, Several showers honored the
Given in marriage by her fath- and mistress of ceremonies; John sang "Because" and "I Love You bride before her marriage. .
er,’ the bride wore a gown of tulle Paauw and Peggy Haan served
by
over white satin. Style features punch and Mary Ann
Ann Steen
Steenwyk
Tuesday after visiting their mothwere the fitted bodice with long and John Stob arranged the gifts.
er, Mrs. L. D. Jarvis, and grandtapered sleeves and full skirt with
For their wedding trip to Niamother, Mrs. Nellie Pear.
chapel train. A pearl decorated gara Falls, the bride wore a light
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Frehse of
(From
Friday's Sentinel)
satin cap held in place her finger- blue dress, white coat and blue
Chicago
spent the weekend with
Guests pf Mrs. James Brtmtip veil and she carried a cascade and white accessories. They are
their mother, Mrs. Lillian Morris.
well
over
the
4th
of
July
were
her
bouquet of white carnations cen- now at their home, 745 Lake Dr.,
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Murphy and
niece, Miss Mary Mudaro, and
tered with a lavender orchid.
Grand Rapids.
daughters Deborah and Harriett
friends Miss Lorrain Lyons and
Miss Katherine Brink, who atMrs. Dykstna, a graduate of
of Evanston were weekend guests
tended the bride as maid of hon- Holland Christian High School, at Miss Claudette Silva.
of C. R. Hewitt
Mr. and Mrs. Ted DeBoer and
or, wore a gown of blue and w|iite tended Calvin College and taught
net over taffeta and carried a cas- in the Holland Christian, school. son Bruce pf Darien, Conn., Dr.
cade bouquet of yellow carnations.Her husband is a graduate of and Mrs. John Kreager and son
Identicalgowns of yellow were Calvin College and plans to enter John. Jr. and mother Mrs. H. C.
Tie for
worn by the bridesmaids,Miss Calvin Seminary in the fall.
Kreager, of Kalamazoo called on
Mr. ad Mrs. Carl Bird Monday.
by Peter
“7 *
The Rev. and Mrs. Bruce Masand Mrs. Vem South of MuskeThe Greatest of AU Dog Stories/
gon, Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence selink and family of Burlington, The greatest of all dog stories
South and family of Muskegon Iowa, have returned to Saugatuck is also one of the oddest of aU
to spend the summer.
Heights.
dog stories. Most of you know it
(From Friday’s Sentinel)
The Albert Till family of East But it will do you no harm to
The Rev. Theodore Byland Mrs. Henry Wyngarden and Chicago, Ind., visitedtheir sister, hear
It again. I teU it, in this
preached on the followingsubjects Mrs. Al Kamps and children were Miss Augusta Till, and brother
series, to show how long and bow
SuiWay. July 4: "God’s Family” Friday morning callers on Mrs. Henry Till over the weekend.
loyally a dog can remember hU
and "Complete In Christ”.At the Keneth De Jonge and children of
Mrs. C. A. Clark and brother, absent master. Here goes:
Zeeland.
morning service the choir sang
Walter McClevey, of Webster
When AJlysses left his petty
Several local residents attended Grove, Mo., are spending two
"Come Unto Me” and "A Little
the 4th of July celebrationin weeks at the Clark home on kingdom to embark on the TroNearer Home.”
Drenthe Monday.
jan war, he said goodbye to his
Grand St.
A daughter was bom to Mr. and
Mrs. C. Wabeke of Vriesland
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Fonger chum dog, Argos. For twenty
Mrs. John H. Van Haitsma July
and Beverly Ann Gerard of Grand- and Mr. and Mrs. Harold Mat- years the king was gone. He was
mourned as dead. Suitors sought
viile were Friday guests of Mr.
check and son are visiting Mrs.
The Ladies’ Missionary and Aid
and Mrs. Milo Gerard of Grand- Mary Fuller and Miss Winifred his supposedly Widowed wife,
Society met Thursday afternoon
ville.
Penelope, in marriage. His friends
Bralthwait at Merrycrest this
in the church basement.
half-forgot him. But Argos did
Mr. and Mrs. Loyd Meengs and week.
The Rev. Theodore Byland will
not forget; and he did not cease
family were Saturday evening
Mrs.
Dale
Crow
has
moved
30 Dutchmen— just three more selaer, Ind., where rites will be
serve as a counselorat Camp
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Martin from Hotel Saugatuck to her new- to wait eagerly for his master's
than the minimum 27 in a nine- held at 2 p.m. Monday. Burial will
Geneva next Sunday and the rereturn. The dog grew old. Nobody
ly built home at Grand and Hoffinning contest He did not walk be at Weston Cemetery there.
mainder of the week. The Rev. D. Wyngarden and family.
at court cared for him. His bed
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Paul
Drooger
man
Sts.
a batter.
Frank Brower will occupy the pulwas a heap of muck in a barn
Let’s
and family of Holland were Monpit in the local church.
Mr. and Mrs. Deeg of Detroit
The close contest broke a tie
day
guests at the Simon Broersma are spending the month of July in yard.
Group
Discusses
Plans
fpr third place in the SouthwestHerbert Van Welt of Pontiac home.
fThen, at long last, Ulysses cantt1
the home of her aunt, Mrs. R. J.
ern Michigan Baseball League
and Mrs. John H. Van Welt ot
In
of
home. He was In the rags of a
For
Hot
Lunch
Program
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Vander Kolk Walker.
with the Chix taking over the
Holland were Wednesday dinner
beggar. Twenty years had changand daughter of Holland ^were
Retiring and newly - elected During these in-between weeks,
third spot with a 4-3 record and
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Martin P.
Saturday, July 12, Saugatuck
gardening
here
and
has
used' much
ed
him so greatly that his friends
Sunday
evening
guests
of
Mr.
and
Wyngarden.
Yacht Club will hold its first supthe Dutchmen dropping to fourth officers and committee chairmen
his courtiers And even Penelope
Mrs. Will Vander Kolk.
of the Beechwood Mothers Club before the annual flowers get well artistryin planning it.
on 3-4.
per
in
the
new
club
house
west
of
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Spamandid not recognize him as he limpAt 669 GraafschapRd. we found
Nelva Ter Haar was a Fourth Kalamazoo Lake.
Grand Haven has finished its met Tuesday evening at the home under way, the prolific daisy is
were Sunday mornings guests in
ed into the domain that once had
a
beautiful
garden
where
delphinof July guest of Mary Van Koeverindispensable.If you have a small
first-half schedule with a record of Mrs. Marvin Nienhuis.
*
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Young of been his.
ium, tritomas, and lythrum were
ing at the beach.
Plans
were
made
for
carrying
garden, limit your choice to one
of 6-2, and only second-place
Niles spent the weekend with
The Willing Worker* entertainadding notes of grace. The gardMrs. Clifford Rynbrandt of their parents, Mr. and Mrs.. Rus- But, from the muck-heap the
South Haven, with a 3-2 mark, on the hot lunch program at both of the many Shastas, and let that
ed their husbands at an outing
ancient dog lifted himself painener
Mre
is
Mrs.
Shashaguay.
Hudsonville
was
a
Saturday
guest
has a chance to tie for the title. the old /school and the new ele- be Mount Shasta, a chrysanthesell Simmons. Miss Elizabeth fully. He made his feeble way to
at Kolien Park, Holland, last
Among
her Regal lilies was one
of Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit De Vree.
mentary
school
It
is
estimated
mum-f lowering type, which
Simmons also was home from Chiweek Thursday evening.
For a while, it looked as if two
Fourth of July guests at the cago. Mrs. Carolyn Bartlettof the supposed beggar, trembling
that about 110 children will be blooms from June until frost. For that bore 16 blooms. The everJohn Nagelkirkof Holland was
of the three Dutchmen hits might
and crying with happiness. He
greens about the house are neatly
Martin D. Wyngarden home were
win the game. They went ahead, served At the new school and 275 earlier perennial daisies choose trimmed and the whole yard is a Sunday guest of Mr. and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Nyhuis and Miami, Fla., Mrs. Simmons’ sister, licked the wanderer's hands in
at
the
old.
leopardbane(Doronicum),and the
is spending the summer here. rapturous greeting. Then he^eH \
Fred Nagelkirk and family.
1-0, in the fourth when third basewell groomed.
family of Kalamazoo, Mr. and
Bruce Gregg of Chicago also was
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Wyngarden
man Bob Van Dyke rammed a Present at the meeting were painted daisy (Pyruthrum). All At a time such as this when
Mrs. Donald M. Wyngarden of a weekend guest of the Simmons. dead at Ulysses’ feet.
were Fourth of July week-end
single into left field, went tOs the Mesdames Paul Brower, Gor- daisies should be divided every
If you readers know a better
Hudsonville.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
most
of
dir
gardens
are
at
someguests of Mr. and Mrs. John Wood
second on a wild pitch and came don Kardux, Don Print, Calvin third year.
what of a standstill, it Is well to in northernMichigan.
Wolfert and family of Vriesland. Mrs. William Gore and daugh- dog story than that, go ahead and
Nykamp,
Henry
Koop,
Marvin
Shastas highlightthe border garhome on Ron Fortney’stwo-base
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob De Witt, ter Ann of Watervliet were in tell it. I’ll print it.
Vanden Bosch, Russel VanTil, dens at the Wayne Tice place at consider foliage, as good foliage
The Sprik family reunion was
blast into center. »
Heldreth and Mildred, called Fri- Saugatuck Monday.
That lead held until the sixth Chester Nykerk. Robert Eshel- 950 Grandview Ct. just off LUgers neatly kept is as important in the held at Spring Grove in JamesMr. and Mrs. Herman Waltman SheddingNot Sick
day on Mrs. Jennie De Witt at
attractivenessof a garden as are town Thursday.
man,
Donald
Klokkert,
Howard
when Dutchman pitcher Jim
Rd. where a fanfare of color will
were Chicago visitors recently.
Butterworth
Hospital,
Grand
RaSeveral of you have written to
the
colorful
flowers.
You
will
apMr.* and Mrs. H. H.. Vander
Boeve loaded the bases by yield- Dyke, Don Elenbaas, Alvn Schuil- soon begin in the two 200 foot borMr. and Mrs. Larry Breen and me, during the past month dr
preciate now the foliage of your Molen of North Blendon were pids.
ing,
Ernest
Wanrooy,
Detra
ing a single to Howie De Jonge
ders of annuals and perennials,
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Berghorst. two children of Chilicothe,Ohio, two saying you are afraid your
and walks to Junior De Jonge and Visser and the hostess.
banked by shrubbery, smoke trees, like shape of its leaves giving Sunday callers on Mr. and Mrs.
Mr.
and Mrs. Hessel Lampen of visitedtheir parents. Mr. and Mrs, dogs are ill because their hair
variety and relief from monotony Will Vander Kolk.
Edwin Bredeweg.
and evergreens. The drive encirZeeland were Sunday morning George Wakefield, for the week- has begun to fall out in wholein the form of your shrubs. GroupMr. and Mrs. Henry Boss and
Catcher Ken Wiersma socked
end.
cles a rose garden. The home’s
sale quantities.Not once in a
ings of the plantain lily (funkia) John Van Regenmorter were re- guest in Vriesland.
a single into center scoring Howie
foundation planting includes yews,
Mr. and Mrs. Richard of thousand times have -such owners
The Rev. and Mrs. M. Duven of
Hogg,
whose
green
• and white
cent Sunday callerson Mrs. JenDe Jonge and Junior De Jonge
mugho pine, hydrangea, savin
(From Friday's Sentinel)
leaves are slightlycurled, will nie De Witt at ButterworthHos- Iowa recently attended the eve- Springfield, III, are vacationing any reason for alarm. "Shedding”
came romping home with the
Several Allendale and. Pearl- juniper, and arborvitae. A potted bring a cool touch and contrast
ning service in the local church. at their cottage west of the river. is a process as natural to dogs in
pital, Grand Rapids.
^
eventual^ winning run when cenMr. and Mrs. Kent and family spring and summer and, someline families spent Monday at grapefruit tree inclines itself into the foreground of your border
Mrs. Elmer Boss and children of
Mr. and Mrs. John Broersma
terfielder Lou Humbert pitched
Ideal Park, attending a reunion, against the back of the house tod be a pleasant substitutefor
Zeeland spent Tuesday morning at of Chicago are at their cottage in times in autumn, as for you tri
and Richard were Fourth of July
one over catcher Ron Boeve’s church group or family picnics. which overlooksa terraced yard
the Jessiek addition for the sum- discard your furs or heavy overth§ Henry Boss home.
flowers when they are scarce.
head.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Simon
mer.
where
bloom
masses
of
nicotians
Mr. and Mrs. John Hbrlings,
coat during the sapie seasons.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Henry
Wabeke
That was all the scoring al- accompanied by Bert Horlings and bee balm. The Tices make con- Between the crescendos of color, Broersma and Mrs. K. Jousma.
The Robert Schaufeles of DeIt is Nature’s way of keeping
were recent callerson Mrs. Anna
the
condition
and
beauty
of
leaves
Mrs.
E.
Vander
Kolk
celebrated
though the Dutchmen threatened and Mrs. H. Broene, called on stant use of a very large cold
Elenbaas
of Zeeland, who is ser- troit spent two days at their home a dog cool in hot weather; and
i*
important
too
in
the
edging
of
her 87th birthday Sunday, July 4.
to tie the game in the seventh Fremont and Wooster relatives frame from whose seemingly endon Holland St.
iously ill at home.
of shedding and then renewing^
your garden. For the formal garMr. and Mrs. George Van Zoerwhen Van Dyke singled for the and friends Wednesday.
less stores early seedlings make
Weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. his wornout last-year’scoat. Be
den
we
suggest
English
boxwood.'
en of Zcelaqd were Sunday evesecond time, moved to second on
Al Cochran were Mr. and Mrs. patient and in due time— usually
The Rev. and Mrs. Fred Huiz- their debut and tender cuttings pachistima , germander,or the
ning guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Rev. and Mrs. Schipper
a wild pitch and to third on a enga of AllendaleFirst Christ- retire for a safe winter.
George Householderand Mr. and when cold days set In— the newt
^
passed ball. But De Mey bore ian Reformed Church, are making Low white fencing sets off rfnd ivies in a natural or sheared state; J. Van Zoeren.
Mrs. Norman Stuart of Lansing, coat will begin to sprout, and will
Jackie Ter Haar. son of Mr. and Honored at Gathering
down to strike out two and nail ‘*et acquainted" calls at .the calls attentionto the excellence of for edging the informal garden one
and Mr. and Mrs. Paul deGood of grow fast and luxuriantly.
the third on an infield roller to homes of various families of the the front lawn of the. T. F. Cole- might choose candy-tuft,dianthus, Mrs. Harold Ter Haar, injured his
Holland.
Meanwhile, there is still furThe Rev. and Mrs. Stanley
coral bell, or the unusual enchant- foot Saturday on his birthday anthe pitcher’s mound.
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Johns of ther need for patience along anchurch.
man’s place at 638 GraafschapRd.
In aU, the Chix nicked Boeve The women of Allendale School For this thick green turf they have ment of strawberries. A rule to niversary. He was taken to Zee- Schipper of Gary, Ind., who are Holland called on their aunt. Miss other line. • For your furniture,
for nine hits, two of them by Aid Society and Auxiliary served used golf greens grass and keep foUow in edgings is this: for the land Hospital for treatment and vacationing in this vicinity,were Louise Johns, Sunday.
your rugs, and your clothing
Tony Diekema, but he scattered dinners and lunches at the Rav- it clipped short Every two or formal, let it be binding; for the is convalescingat his home. Callers guests of honor at a party Thurs- Mr. and Mrs. George Annesley, are likely to be strewn with dead
Sunday were Mr. and Mrs. Bartel
them well and almost overcame enna Live Stock Sales last week three weeks they use Scuttle -fc informal, a fringe.
Mr. and Mrs. William Annesley hairs and (in case of long-haired
Mulder of Holland. Mr. and Mrs. day night at the home of Mr. and and two children of Milwaukee,
the 20-strikeout obstacle thrown Monday.
keep out all quack grass, crab
dogs) with tuft of colorless fur.
Mrs.
Benjamin
L.
Stegink,
63
Case Postma, Mr. and Mrs. Cyrus
up by De May. Van Dyke colWis., Mrs. E. L. Olaon and Le- There will be extra work for the
Robert Brouwer and Miss Ida grass, weeds, and clover.
Mulder and family, Mr. and Mrs. West 20th St
Fractures Hip
lected two of Holland’s three hits. Wynsma of Grand Rapids were
roy Olson qf Independence, Ohio, clothes brush, vacuum
Quite a lot of color is still found
Harvey Baker and family of ZeeEarlier,this season, the Dutch- married June 24. The marriage at the Arthur Visser home at 663
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Attending were Mr. and Mrs. were weekend guests of Mrs. Fred and broom. That is one)
men battered the Chix in a 12- took place in Grand Rapids fol- Graafschap Rd., which boasts of Miss Anna Ball. 215 South Fourth land, Carol Kiinesteker of Forest Peter Unema, Mr. and Mrs. Mil- Scales and William Annesley. Mr. chief mishaps which dog-owners
Grove, Mr. and Mrs. Bernard ton Vander Vliet Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. William Padgett of Hol8 slugfest that was in direct con- lowed by a reception.
a lovely rock garden and lily pond St., Grand Haven, fell late Wet*
LlLliil Villi ’* ASchreur and family of Drenthe, Peter Grevengoed,Mr. and Mrs. land were Sunday evening callers.
trast to Friday night’s pitching
Bernard Mulder will be speaker set in front of twin evergreens. nesday afternoon while shoppng
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Ter Haar and C. Grevengoed.Mr. and Mrs. E.A.
duel.
Mrs. Robert Crawford Is enterat the local mission for the month Roses entwine their tendrils along
and broke her hip. She was first family, Mr. and Mrs. John Broers- Stegink, Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin taining her mother, Mrs. Louis
tSUXm J:
of July.
^
-*
and
the roof of a, Slimmer house a
In the 18th century so little was
taken to MunicipalHospital and ma and children, Mr. and Mrs. G. Stegink, the host and hostess Maurer, her sister. Miss Marjorie
rf* ..if
a
known about bird migrationthat First wagon train over the
Maurer and brother,Louis Maurer
Thursday morning was removed Fred Nagelkirk and family, and and guests of honor.
the Rev. Theodore Byland.
' and refresh- of Buffalo. N. Y
Rocky
was led by ducea a very well kept veaetat by ambulance to Butterworth Fourth of July guests of- Mr.
by Mrs.
if
Rapids.
id Mrs. Henry Wabeke were Mr.
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Woodwyk-Straatsma Vows Spoken

Sunday School

NEWS, THURSDAY, JULY

EyeWitnesses

Lesson
Testify First

Sunday. July 18, 1954
Growing Through Bible Study
Acts 17:10,11;I Timothy 4:13-16;
2 Timothy 2:16; 3:15-17
by Henry Geerllngt
The Christian has a book which

Hostess, One Gnest

quires in order to accept, to un-

And Gardener Give

derstand, and to tell to others the

Versions 6f Shooting

work of God in redeeming man

ALLEGAN

Th« Hmm •*
from destruction.If our relation
HolUnd City K»w«
PublishedEvery Thurs- toward God and toward righteousJday by the Sentinel
is the supreme concern of
fPrlnUnf Co. Office 54-M
West Eighth Street, Hollife, then the Bible becomes a

-

Testi-

witnesses in the

degree murder case against
Dr. Kenneth Small, 31, Detroit
dentist, highlighted the first day
In Allegan -Circuit Court Monday.
The Detroiter is1 charged with
first

land. Michigan,

__

Telephone-News Items 3193

(Special)

mony from eye

Entered as second class matter at book we dare not neglect. It is
post office at Holland,Mlch_
under the Act of Congress. March 3, well for us to read good literature. It deals with life itself, even
W. A. BUTLER, Editor and Publisher with our own life.

1879.

Day

Of Murder Trial

contains all the information he re-

the

1554

15,

slaying Jules H. Lack, 48-year-old
New York industrialist, last May
29 in a home overlooking Lake
Michigan south of Douglas,oil
mlnating marital troubles which
developed over Lack's attentions
to Small’s wife.
Giving 'the most detailed testimony was Dennis M. Carroll,Jr.,

Some , of our early American

fathers— Jefferson, the Adamses,
Advertisingand Subscriptions 3191
Clay, Franklin, Webster -were
The publishershall not be liable ardent scholars of Aristotle and
for any error or errors In printing Plato. Many historians uncover
any advertising unless a Pro°*
such advertUement shall have been much Informationand point to
obtained by advertiser
it as the source of inspirationfor
by him In . time for corrections with these early fathers as the explansuch errors or correctionsnoted
plainly thereon;and In such case If ation of America’shidden,power.
any error so noted Is not corrtcted. But what about the Pilgrims, the
publishersliability shall not exceed people of the 13 coloniesand the
such a proportion of the entire sp
occupied by the error bears to the leaders of the Revolution?They
whole space occupiedby such adver- were not outstandingintellects.
tisement
They were plain, common people.
Yet they spoke the same basic
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
One year, 33.00; six months, 12.00. language as Jefferson and Frankthree months, «1.00; single copy, 10c. lin and Webster. Many historians
Subscriptions payable In fdvance and
will be promptly discontinuedIf not seem to ignore the fact that the
book of the colonistswas the
renewed.
Subscribers will confer a favor by
Bible.
reporting promptly any irregularity
We fin(J all the American docuin delivery.Write or Phone 3191.

Chicago mortician who was

a-

guest in the home of Mrs. Vivian
Gates where the shooting occurred. He described his associations
with Jules Lack as that of a
friend, but not a close friend.
He said he had met Lack about
four years ago and the two men
usually had lunch together when
Carfroll was (n New York, often at
the "21 Club.” When Lack was in

__

HERE ARE JUST A FEW of tho fellows at
Chris-Craftplant who make it possible for
Alvin De Boer of Holland to lead an almost
normal life. Alvin (second from right) had both
eyes removed last year, and so "the guys" at
the plant decided he should establisha
canteen. The idea gathered support from

management, and

snowballed
makes it possiblefor Alvin
to support his wife and two-year-oldson.
Pictured (left to right) are his father, Sherman
De Boer, Bob Crocker, Bob Van Dyke, Don
Caauwe, Paul De Boer, Alvin and Nelson
all the workers. It

into a business that

Klungle.

r

(Sentinal photo)

#-

Chicago, he would usually call
Carroll and make a lunch date.

SoftbaH Reopens

Mr. and Mrs. Keith Woodwyk
"He never mentioned Edith
Miss Arlene Straatsma,daugh- best man and Warren Woodwyk Small. The first time I knew of
ments from the Mayflower comand
Harvey
Reese
were
ushers.
pact to the Declaration of Inde- ter of Mr. and Mrs. John Straather was when he introduced her
REDISCOVERING
Traditionalorgan music was
pendence were inspiredand drawn I sma, became the bride of Keith
that Friday afternoon," he said
With
CENTRAL AMERICA
from the Scriptures. They were Woodwyk. son of Mr. and Mrs. played by Mrs. Lois De Jong and Carroll who had previously invited
Whatever comes out of the Gua- based on teachings from the Neil Woodwyk of Hudsonville on Mrs. A1 Kamps sang “I Love You
Lack to a week-end party at Cartemalan fracas, the situation there Decalogue,the 91st Psalm, the June 25. Vows were spoken be- Truly” and "Because."
rojl’s summer place in Wisconsin
Combine the pluck of one man
A reception for 180 guests was
Victories
has served as a lesson in Ameri- 55th chapter of Isaiah, from the fore a decorated arch on the lawn
transferred the invitation to the with the friendship and initiative
prophetic writings of Amos, Hosea at the home of the bride’s parents, held on the lawn with the Misses Gates home when plans were
can geography. We the American
and Micah, from the Sermon on 552 West 17th St. The Rev. Isla Sweet. Jeanie Nies and Shirley changed because another friend of a group of factory workers and
Barber Fords got the home
'people have once more become
the Mount, and the Lord’s Prayer, George Hilson performed the dou- Poll serving. Mrs. Verne Drost was launching a boat\in Lake you get a story that belies much
runs but Main Auto got the
conscious of Central America.
was mistressof ceremonies. Inand from the 11th chapter of the ble ring ceremony.
Macatavva that weekend.
of what is said about the modem
scores as City Softball League
Most of us had virtually forgotHebrews and the 13th chapter
A
floor-length gown of white strumental music was provided by
Carroll testifiedhe told Lack
ten that there is such a region on
world.
action reopened Monday after a
1st Corinthians. America’s hidden satin with sheer lace was chosen John Holmes of Chicago and to bring his guest along, but
this hemisphere. We knew it was
The story reaches back to the
week layoff. Main Auto squelched
power lay In the earnest devotion by the bride. Featureswere long Rusty Boldt and Mrs. De Jong would have withdrawn the invitathere, from the vague recollec- of the common people to the Word lace sleeves pointed at the wrists, played several organ selections.
spring of 1953 when doctors told
Fords 5.2.
tion
if
he
had
known
she
was
tions we retain from grammar of God and their zealous desire to and a full hoop skirt ending in a
Assisting in the kitchen were
Hapless Gra-Bell didn't profit
Edith
Small.
•
Alvin
De
Boer
of
Holland
that
a
school days, but to most of
keep the Bible as the center of short train. Her fingertipveil was Mrs. Arnold Hoffmeyer,Mrs. Ted
"Why?" he was asked.
from the vacation as they took it
diabetic
condition
required
reCentral America was not as "real"
their lives, the heart of their held in place by a tiny lace hat. Telgenhofand Mrs. Jennie John"Because she was a married
on the nose 15-2 from Baremart
as the North American continent
moval of his eyes. Alvin, son of
She carried a white Bible with son.
woman,” Carroll answered.
Service in the second game at
and as South America.
.Assisting
in
the
kitchen
were
Growing Christians’use of the carnations and white streamers.
Carroll said he learned more Mr. and Mrs. Sherman De Boer,
Van Tongeren Field.
If the mental image of the geoBible helps to grow In knowledge, The maid of honor, Miss Bonnie Mrs. Arnold Hoffmeyer,Mrs. Ted about the situation when he ac- was in his sixth year as an emFords two runs came on roundgraphy of this hemisphere could because the Bible is a coUectionNagelkirkwore a gown of green Telgenhofand Mrs. Jennie Johncompanied Lack and Richard Mc- ploye at Chris-Craft corporation.
trippers by Gord Barnes and
be laid bare, as it exists in the of 66 books, the most varied and silk with net overskirt and match- son.
Mahon to Saugatuck the morning In August and September last
Vem Fuder. But with no one on
minds of most of us, the picture venerable literature, bound to- ling jacket Miss Vi Marlink and
Mr. and Mrs. Woodwyk have re- of the murder so that Lack could year his eyes were removed. De
base and the other hitters limitwduld be that of North America gether by their having a unity that Miss Elaine Elzinga, bridesmaids, turned from a western wedding
purchase some sports clothes. Boer, 26, admits this was the low
ed to three safeties, the Ford
and South America, land masses springs from their being the his-1 wore light pink and light green trip and are living at 970 Lincoln
Carroll said Lack confided he was point, particularlybecause he was
homers were almost wasted.
.of about equal size, separated by tory of God’s revelation to man gowns, respectively.Their flowers Ave. The groom is employed at
helping Edith Small over a rough married and the father of a twoMel Koenes singled for Main
the Ismus of Panama and the and man’s gradual understandingwere white gardenias and dafsies. Crisp Heart Produce Co. at Hud- time in her life because she was year-old boy.
Auto
In the opening frame, stole
Panama Canal.
of God and His way of life. They | George De Vree attended as sonvilie.
But in the meantime something
having trouble with her husband.
econd, went to third on a wild
As the newspapers have been were written during many centurDefense AttorneyLeo W. Hoff- was going on at the plant that
pitch and scored on an infield out.
publishing the map of Central ies by many writers— chroniclers,
man questioned Carroll at length was to completely change the sit.In the fourth Ernie Prince
America, the national mental
August VanTol,84,
on details of the shooting, parti- uation.
blasted a' double, Jun Maatman
DR. LESTER J. KUYPER was
image has of necessity undergone and laymen. These books of the1
No one quite knows who started
culary with regard to Dr. Small’s
was safe on an error and Ted
Succumbs at Hospital
elected presidentof the
change. The middle area is small Bible which were writtpn centur(From Wednesday’sSentinel)
"ranting and raving like a crazy the move, but before long several
Vandenbergv singled to score
as compared with the continents ies apart make up a libraryrepre- Mr. and Mrs. Dave Veldman
Board
of
Education
at
the
fellow
workers
and
members
of
man" just after the shooting.CarGRAND HAVEN (Special)
Prince. Ralph Bouwman was aafe
-to the north and to the south, but senting different stages of religannual organizational meeton a fielder’s choice, and all three
from Grand Rapids were Sunday August Van Tol, 84, of 739 Colum- roll admitted he had used those (he plant management had plans:
it is much larger than most of us ious development. Glimpses one
bus
St., died at MunicipalHospi- words when he was questioned the Alvin was not going to be forgoting of the board Monday
scored on Bill Vryhoff’s double.
visitors with Mr. and Mrs. Leslie
remembered from
may have of other religious books,
tal at 6 p.m. Tuesday. He entered next day or so, but added, "Jhat ten, and no outside agency was goDependable Jason Ebels burled )
night. He succeeds Mrs. John
school days.
such as Koran or the Vedas, only Bakins.
the hospitalMonday and had been was my opinion at the time." ing to be brought in to aid.
a five hitter in winning, while
K. Winter. Mrs. Kenneth
And though it Is small, to the make more apparent the superior- The congregation of the Christ- ill for several weeks.
Instead,
by
the
time
Alvin
was
Then he summed up his, feeling
Norm Boeve allowed just seven
De Free was reelected secretiny nations that make up the area ity of the Bible and the fact that ian Reformed met last week and
He was bom in Grand Haven towad the whole case by saying, ready to go back to work there
hits In absorbing the loss.
it is of course of transcendant im- it is inspired by God. No other called Candidate Floyd R. De July 10, 1870, and in the early "I saw an innocent man murdered, was a job— taking over and organtary. Mrs. Dorothy Hornbaker
Gra-Bell led for one whole brn! portance. Each little country feels book is so profitableto teach, to goer of Grand Rapids to become
izing the plant concession.
days was employed at Kilboum premeditatedin cold blood."
was elected treasurer and
ng in the second contest, as Norm
itself the hub of the universe, and reprove, to correct and to equip | their pastor.
The plant, that employs about
Cooper Shop. When that went out
Carroll also testified he had reEdward Donivan assistant Scheerhorn and Rog Overway
the passion of nationalismthat people completelyfor being and
Infant Baptism was administer- of business he went to Storey and moved effects from Lack’s body 750 persons, had had no real consingled to account for one run.
treasurer.
animates the minds of the citizens doing good.
ed last Sunday morning at the Clark Piano Co. where he worked after the shooting and found $1^0 cession.Employes purchased candy
Bareman failed to tally in the
• of those countries is
full of
The Bible brings us In tune with Reformed church to Carla Sue for many years. He and his wife, in bills in the pocket which was bars and cigarettes from dispensfirst, and it wasn’t until the secinternationaldynamite as such a God. As we read its contents there Berens. daughterof Mr. and Mrs. the former Louise Ahrens of forwarded to New York.
Oldest
Resident
Dies
ing machines. During the noon
ond that they caught fire.
thing is anywhere in the world.
comes to us an understanding and Gerrit Berens and to Kelly Roger Grand Haven, celebrated #their
Hoffman questioned Carroll hour a local dairy brought in milk. In Robinson Township
But when they did atart, they
Moreover, the forces bent on appreciation that would otherwise I Klynstra,son of Mr. and Mrs. 50th wedding anniversary six about Lack’s bank book and a
First move was to build about
weren't fooling.Before the umworld domination saw clearly that be denied us. The story is told of jjm Klynstra.
specificdeposit of $10,000 in an 10 sales boxes that would replace
years ago.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
pire said " ‘yer out" for the third
the positionof Central America an old shepherd and his violin. The
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Bowman Besides the wife ho is survived by account in Chase National Bank, the dispensing machines through- David B. Aleyn, 93, died Tuesday time, Bareman had combined nine
between the two continents made shepherd watched his sheep, stay- and daughter Laurie Ann were two sons, Paul of Grand Haven but the prosecution’s objection out the plant. Alvin’s job was to at the home of his daughter, Mrs. walks, two home runs, two singles
it a strategicspot from which to ing close by them, in a very supper guests with their sister and August of TraverseCity, and was sustained.
keep them full so the fellows could Clayton Nichols, in Robinson
and a double into 12
[
operate. Those forces counted on lonely section of the Northwest. and brother, Mr. and Mrs. How- a daughter, Mrs. Harold Richter
Mrs. Vivian Gates, Chicago di- buy. on the "honor system."
township. He was born in the
That took the starch out of the
the mental blindnessthat had His only com pa inion were his dogs ard Hulseman and children at of Long Beach, Calif.; six grand- vorcee, in whose home the shoot- This was a start, and spurred township Aug. 3, 1860, and at the Gra-Bell atack as the truckere
developed among the millions of and his violin. On Sunday after- Overisel last Sunday.
children, . and five great grand- ing took place, testified she and by the fact many fellows weren’t time of his death was the town- faled to score again unti 1 the
' the two continents.
But it looks as noons he usually listened to a
four of her guests were in the too interested in picking up all ship’s oldest native resident. He seventh when they pushed one
Dr. Louis Benes editor of the children.
if they were too eager and counted symphony orchestra through the Church Hearld will be in charge
libraryin a card game when Jules their change, the business prosper- was a carpenter and farmer most run across the plate.
too much on lethargy to the north small radio he possessed.His vio- of the service next Sunday in the
The Red river delta of Indo- Lack saw a figure approach the ed and soon called for expansion. of his life. His wife, Elsie, died in
In the meantime Bareman had
Another conference,and this 1933.
.and to the south. By acting pre- lin became hopelesslyout of tune absence of the pastor, the Rev. china has one of the highest con- house and said, "You have a
chalked up three more.
• maturely, as they seem to have so he wrote to the leader of the
Jay Weener who is at Camp centrations of population in the guest." Mrs. Gates said Dr. Small time Gerald Mannes of Maple
Besides Mrs. Nichols he is surJoe Berens went the distance
done, the Communists have shaken great orchestra asking if on the Geneva for a week.
whom she did not know had al- Grove Dairy volunteered to turn vived by a stepdaughter,Mrs. on the mound for Bareman giving
world.
’the people of the Western Hemis- following Sunday would he please
ready entered the house by the over the factory milk route to Birdie Hitsman of Spring Lake; up five hits. Bob Stille and Rog
1 phere awake. In addition to get- strike ”a” so that he might tune
time she approached' the front Alvin. Some of the guys got to- four grandchildren,and three Overway combinedpitching duties
ting a lesson in geography, those his violin. The following Sunday
door and said, "Is Edith Small gether and built a counter and a great grandchildren.
for the losers. Big man at the
people have given a lessonr in afternoon, as requested, the orhere?" Then as he looked through portable selling stand.
Funeral services will be held plate for the Bareman waa Louis
With
the
part-time
aid
of
his
chestra
leader
paused
in
his
con- geopolitics at the same time. Both
the library door he added. "Yes,
from Kinkema Funeral Home Fri- Altena with three singles in three
lessons should prove valuable if cert, told the story of the old
I see she is. . . .and Jules Lack." younger brother, his father and day at 2 p.m. with the Rev. Floyd trips, and Chet Warner and Jot
sheepherder and then struck "a".
Mrs. Gates sjfid she did not see his wife, Clara, Alvin is now able Baker of Robinson township tabthey are translatedinto action.
Berene with home runs.
Sometime in February while in Stringed instruments quickly get
a gun, but as Lack rose there was to support his family— and thus ernacle officiating. Burial will be
a shot, followed by another shot far there’s been no aid from any in Robinsontownship cemetery.
New York city we called on all of out of tune. The action of the ati
and she ran outside for help. She outside agency.
the counselates in trying to locate mosphere and the constant vibraGrand Haven Barber
Although one worker said Alvin
admitted she previously had said
maps and literature— this was tion in playing, relax the strings
Aged
Ganges
Township
Dies at Nursing Home
Small acted like a crazy man. "I tas "got more fight than any two
provoked by our grade school so that they need to be retuned
never saw a crazy man," she said men I know,” he doesn’t feel that Man Dies of Stroke
daughters. We found the people in frequently.We are much like the
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
"but I assume that’s the way one way.
the offices cooperative and want- violin. We too, soon get out of
Edward L. Benware. 78. of 17 '
tune
with
God.
The
wear
and
tear
To
him
there’s
nothing
heroic,
GANGES
(Special)
Stephen
Mp
would act." She said that Small
ing to furnishany information they
North Fourth St., Grand Haven
later was quite subdued as officers it’s just "one of those things." Keown, 82, died at 10:15 a.m.
had available—some was printed of life so affects our disposition
that
we
need
frequently
to
be
re"Anyway,”
he
adds.
"I feel pretty Tuesday at his home in Ganges barber for many years, 4ied at
arrived.
by our governmentand could have
Township after a short illness. Hillcrest Nursing Home at 6:30
Talkative Charles Parkinson, good and that helps."
been had from our government tuned in harmony with God. And
p.m. Tuesday after an Illness of
Alvin spends far more words on He suffered a stroke Sunday.
Mrs. Gates’ 77-year-old gardener,
printing office as a few cents, we there is a standard necessary by
several months. His wife, Norien,
which
we
may
tune
our
lives.
the
"other
guys"
than
he
does
on
Surviving
are
a
son,
Elmer,
oF
was
the
most
dramatic
witness
for
were asked if we were school
died June 22 of this year. He had
Christ
is that standard and we
himself.
"It’s
because
of
them,
the day. Sheriff Walter Runkel
Ganges: two grandchildren, five
teachers and what grades we
must
go
to the Bible to find Him.
every
one
of
them
from
the
top great grandchildren; two sisters, been a barber for many year* in
rapped
for
order
on
two
or
three
taught. Then where do you think
Traverse Gty and Spring Lake
occasions as Parkinson’s gusty re- person in the management to the Mrs. Elizabeth Lar Kelt of Los
we found a great deal of the ma- When we read and study that dibefore moving to Grand Haven.
vine Word we soon find ourselves
marks caused a ripple of amuse fellows out here In the shop, that Angeles. Calif, and Mrs. Harry
terial— The United Fruit Company
He was a member of the Spanish
again in harmony with the will
I can support my family In an or
ment
through
the
courtroom.
Pollin
of
South
Haven.
New York office. We learned many
American War Veterans and VFW.
and spirit of God in Christ.
dinary
manner."
When Parkinsonsaw Small
Funeral services will be held
things about Central America.We
How do we grow through Bible
So
every day from 11:30 a.m. to Friday at 2 p.m. at Chappell He was bom in Big Rapids March
come
toward
him
in
the
yard,
gun
hope many people spend more study’ We grow in knowledge,in
3, 1876.
In Jiand, the gardenersaid, "Why 12:30 p.m., Alvin De Boer is by his Funeral Home in Fennville.The
time lookingat our world that gets
Surviving are a grandson, brothskill, in spirituality, in appreciastand-testimony
to
a
great
guy
Rev. Garth Smith will officiate
don’t you ahpot me, I’m old
smaller every day.
er Charles Broromeo of Mount
tion of the Word. We grow as we
enough.” He said Small answered, and a great bunch of buddies.
and burial will be in Fennville Marris School, FranciscanOrder,
do. Through practice we become
'This gun is empty. I’ve done my
Cemetery.
Oklahoma; also one lister, Mrs. J.
Auxiliary Hears
strong. Within the Word is found
work. He’s not going to take anyC. Walker of Kalamazoo.
the food for souls, within the
body else’s wife. I’ve seen to that.” ventricle of the heart caused
Encampment Reports
The body was taken to the KinMrs.
Eliza
M.
Watts,
70,
world to practice what we learn.
death.
The
other
entered
the
arm
He said Small handed him the gun
kema
Funeral Home where the ,
which Parkinsongingerly took In and chest. Photos of the body Summer Resident,Dies
Reports on a recent encamprosary will be recitedThursday at '
were
not
admitted
as
evidence
on
both hands and then buried it
ment highlighteda meeting of the
8 p.m. Funeral services will be
Mr* Eliza M. Watts, 70, sum- held at St. Patrick’sRoman Cathnear the garage until officers ar objection of Hoffman that a photo
Veterans of Foreign Ware Auxili
VlotiiA
raer resident of Park Townshp olic Church of which he waa a
rived. Parkinson also testified cannot indicate the course of
ary Thursday evening at the
for the past 10 years, died of a
hearing a woman scream, "Why
VFW club house. Mrs. Stanley Admitted to Holland Hospital
member Friday jit 9 a.m. with the
r. C. C. Corkill,Douglas phy- heart condition Tuesday evening
didn’t you kill me? Why didn’t
Daining, president, conducted the Tuesday were Mrs. Robert Victor,
Rev. Edward J. O’Hara officiating.
sician
who
was
called
to
the
Gates
at
Holland
Hospital.
She
was
ad
you kill me.” He identified her as
122 West Ninth St.; La Verri Wilmeeting.
Burial .will be in Lake Forest
home
but
found
Lack
already
was
mitted to the hospital last -FriEdith Small.
Local delegatesto the Grand liams, 96 West Seventh St.;
Cemetery.
and -Mn, Jock Lundy
Other witnesses called by Pro- dead, was on the stand only about day. She lived at 220 160th Ave.
Rapids encampment made reports. Charles Den Uyl, 115 East 17th
36
seconds.
Bom
July
24,
1883
in
Iowa,
(De
Vries
photo)
secutor Dwight Cheever were Mrs.
One new member was initiated St.; George Wolterink,2 West
Both prosecutionand defense Mbs. Watts was the daughter of Buraips
Jack Lundy and his bride, the bride, attended as best man.
Ida L. Sherman who rented a cotby the group and plans were dis- 19th St.; Mrs. Harold Knoll, route
objected
freely to each other'sline the late Mr .and Mrs. Edward
A
reception
for
40
guests
was
tage
to
Small
on
the
day
in
quescussed for a hamburg fry. Re- 6; Mrs. Robert Bond. 360 River former Marian Tubergan, daughof questioning.At one time when Middleton. Her home address n Dies In Allegan
freshments were served. The next Ave.; Mrs. Warren Johnson. 168 ter of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Tuber- held at Bosch's Restaurant in tion; Mrs. Helen Steenecke, who
East 31st St.; Mrs. Herman gan, 100 North 120th Ave., are Zeeland. Decorationsincluded occupied the cottage next door Carroll was on the stand, ah en Chicago was 304 North Mayfield ZEELAND (Special)— Funeral
meeting is scheduledAug. 12.
tire series of questions,asked by Ave.
Singer, 207 East 26th St.; Hugo establishedin an apartment at 22 bouquets of mixed flowers. Mr. and had seen Dr. Small there, and
services will be held Friday 2 p.m.
Surviving are
daughter,
Winterink, 401 Central Ave., and East Ninth St., following a honey- and Mrs. Donald Essenburg, George Thomas who occupies the Hoffman was objected to, one by
at Bumips MethodistChurch for
Two Cars Collide
dne.
Most
of
the
objections
were
brother-in-law
and
sister
of
the
moon
to
Niagara
Falls
and
points
house
just
north
of
the
Gates
Evelyn
Watts,
at
home.
Mrs. W. J. Streur, 236 East 12th
Miss Martha Bond. 62, who was
sustained
by
Circuit
Judge
^Raybride,
were
master
and
mistress
GRAND HAVEN (Special )-Cars St.
south. Mr. Lundy is the son of
home. He testified having seen
found dead at Allegan Tuesday
driven by Patricia Ann Ely, 16,
DischargedTuesday were Mrs. Mrs. Nancy Lundy of East Jordan. of ceremoniesand Mrs. Clarence Small’s car there, also the police mond L. Smith.
morning. The Rev. Lawrence RunProsecutor Cheever said two Hitt Tret Near Park
The Rev. M. VandCrwerp per- Tamminga and Mrs. Allen Vender care.
Grand Haven, and Edward I. Sni- Bernard Ebels and blby, 46i West
When Dr. Albert De Groot, other witnesses, Mr. and Mrs. Harold Brandsen, 17, of route 4, yon will officiate and burial will
formed the double ring ceremony Meer arranged the gifts.
der. 76. Grand Rapids, were in- 20th St
be in Burnips Cemetery.
volved in an accident at 1:50 P.m.
A daughter was born Tuesday June 25 at the parsonage of Ninth Marimba solos, "Because” and Kalamazoo medical examiner who Richard McMahon of Chicago, ap- was issued a ticket for failure to The body will be taken tram
parently
have
chosen
to
ignore
have
his
car
under
control
after
•T
Love
You
Truly”
were
played
'conducted
a
postmortem
on
Lack,
Thursday. Starr Maiden. 17, wand to Mr. and Mrs. Harold Ramaker, Street Chiretian Reformed Church
Yntema Funeral Home to the
Haven, a passenger in the Ely car 498 Wpst 22nd St. Births this The bride, attired in a pink silk by Miss Rochelle De Vries who was called, Hoffman said the de- subpenaes. He said they told him he hit a tree on the divided highhome of Miss FlossieLoew in Burnergency treatmentat morning include a boy, Scott, to street-length dress and wearing also accompanied group singing. fense admits the facts of the by teleplionesome time ago they way south of Tunnel Park Monnips Thursday. Friends may call 1
hospital and was re- Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Laarman, a corsage of white and pink Mrs. Ed Mosher gave a read- shooting. He objected to detailed had planned a trip to Europe and day night, Damage to his ’48 model
there.
der was charged with 409 Fourth Ave.; a boy to Mr. and roses, was attended by Miss Luel- ing and Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Ra- questions of Prosecutor Cheever were reluctantto poatpone it car was estimated at 1500, Ottawa
Survivors are two broihere.
County
deputies
said.
Cheever
said
Michigan
and
Illinois
and
Dr.
De
Groot’s
testimony
was
maker
showed
slides.
to yield right ci way and Mrs. Norman Van De Berg, 293 la Lundy, sister of the groom,
have reciprocal statutes
Dr. De Groot explain*
The bride Is employed by Baker
blue
* will be "
River Ave.; a girl to Mr.
te two bullets,
cannot force them to apof the
FurnitureCo. and the groom at ed the
Donald Morris, 84* East a white
stating the one that hit the
Tubergan,4r„ brother of the Scott’s Inc.
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Mission Fest Scheduled

Aug.

Zeeland

4 at

Dutchman Siams

Wed

One Into Stands

Proves Fatal

With Two on Base

Mrs. Veronica Szyraas, 54, died

Fest at Zeeland Bowl were

by executive
of the Men's Mission Syndicate of
Holland Zeeland Class is last week.
The corrynitteemet Wednesday
evening at the home of Sherwin
Hungerink to complete plans for
the event, scheduledAug. 4. An
afternoon and evening program

GRAND HAVEN

Zeeland

Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Yntema
of Quinton, New Jersey were
visitors at the home of their
parents, Mr. and Mrs. John Yntema Lincoln Ave.
Corp Eldon L. Moore. Jr., is
spendinga furlough at the home
will Ue included.
. In the afternoon, a children’sof his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
program will be featured, with Eldon Moore on Maple St
The Rev. T. Byland la one of
children of the various churches
taking part. Vocal selectionswill the helpers at the Camp Geneva
be sung by Dale Ver Meer of For Conferencewhich began Sunday.
est Grove and Miss Mary Geegh Several Zeeland young people attended these conferences each
of India will give an address.
Dr. Paul Harrison, former medi week. Rev. Byland is pastor of
cal missionary to Arabia, and the Vries land Reformed Church and
Rev. Harold Englund, pastor of his pulipt was supplied by the
Second Reformed Church, Zea- Rev. Fraud Brower.
At a meeting of Zeeland Rotary
land, will give addresses at the
evening • program. Special vocal club helddub held last Tuesday
and instrumental numbers will be Jack Boons tra, retiringpresident,
presentedthe president's pin to
presented.
Women of Calvary Reformed Marvin Ver Plank, newly elected
Church will operate a canteen president. Boonatra was presented a .past-president’spin accordthroughout the day.
ing to the club tradition. Ver
Plank announced the following
committee appointments: Club
Clips service,Henry Lokers; vocotional
service,Roger Prince; community
service, J.T. Schipper, international service, Thomas R. Hoover.
Chix,
Guests at the Tuesday luncheon
included: LJ5. Towne, advertising
consultant;A.G. Sail, manager
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Staving off a ninth-inning rally, for Michigan Bell Telephone Co.,
the Grand Haven Athletics finish- and State Senator Clyde Geerled the first half of their South- ings, all from Holland.
Parents of Zeeland children are
western MichiganBaseball League
schedule Thursday night and eli- showing marked interest In the
minated the Zeeland Chix from soduim fluoride treatments for

Grand Haven

7-5

shortly after admittance to

happy-

Down 5-4 with two out in the
last of the ninth, it was third
baseman Bob

Van Dyke who

ahook the whole park by bombing a fast ball into the left field
stands for a home run with teammate* Paul Mack and Jim Boeve
on base to give the Dutchmen a
T*5 victory over Cedar Springs.
That one blow climaxed a long,
uphill battle that saw Holland tie
the game in the bottom of the
fifth only to see the Flannels take
over again with a single tally in
the eighth. *
Many of the fans spilled out
onto the field to congratulate
Van Dyke as he trotted In from
THE LARGE

MAGNET crone

shows here

Is

releostog a

hind the bahr Is the tow masonry structurewhich costains the mechanism to operate the bahr and Is manned
by one 'person and his hslper. The egnlpment is able
to compress half an automobiitbody down to « compact orange crate sise in less than fire minutes.

bucketful of scrap nefal into a fight gangs metal baler

which recently was installedat the Louis Padaot Iron
and Metal Co. on property near Pine Are. Directly be-

—

Wed

in

East Saugatuck

Church

Padnos Company
Instals Baler

the running for the first-half title school children.A total of about
200 children will be treated this
7-5.
The Athletics finished the first year and about half of this task
half with a 6-2 record and only has been completed.
The work is being done at
the South Haven Merchants with
a 3-2 mark and three games to Lincoln elementary school and
play have a chance to tie Grand the dinic is operatedon a card
Haven. Zeeland is now tied with notificationplan. Parents receive
the Holland Flying Dutchmen for cards in the mail notifying them
third with a 3-3 record— a tie that of the time of the child’s appointwill be broken when the Dutch- ment The cards are mailed about
men travel to Zeeland tonight. a week in advance of the appointWednesday night, the Athletics ments. The clinic can take care

(Spedal)'

MunicipalHospital Sunday afternoon following a fall down the
steps In her home at 1900 Grant
St. about 4 p.m.
Mrs. Szymas who was in failing health for several years, had
apparently reached for a eoat
hangar when she lost her balance. According to Joseph E.
Kammerapd,death was due to a
basic ikuU fracture.
She was bom in Chicago and
had Uved in Grand Haven about
30 years. Her maiden name wax
Berent She was married in Chicago in 1920 to Frank Szymas
who died January,195L
rj?*, WM a member of St
Patricks Church and of thef'i

Say, but those stands at Riverview Park are still rockin’.
Not only did the Dutchmen have
by far the largest crowd of the
season to observe "George Zuverink Night,” but they put on their
most exciting performance to
send the capacity audiencehome

,

Zeeland

Down Steps

FaB

Park

Plans for the annual Mission

made
committee members

Plans to

Mill Marylyn Joyce Skorsk#

Mr. and Mrs. Stanley F. Skorske announce the engagement and
approaching marriage of their
daughter, Marylyn Joyce, to Jack
Chinovsky of 'Chicago,
i The wedding will take, place at
Thorndike Hilton Memorial Chapel in Chicago Aug. 15.
After a wedding trip to Niagara
Falls, Mr. Chinovskyand his bride

CathoUc Order

of

Foresters.

She had attended services Sunday
morning.She had been employed
at the Camfield (g. Co. until
last March.
Survivingare two sons, Leonard of West OUve and John at
home; seven sisters and four
brothers, all in Chicago; also
three grandchildren.

third. "It’s just like the old days,” will live in Florida.

one fan remarked.
For the team that Is scraping
the bottom in the Southwestern
Michigan Baseball League, Cedar Sligb
Springs put up a good battle. But

ROAD

WiU Head

SERVICK

the Flannels fell to their seventh
straight league defeat while the
Dutchmen evened their record at
4-4 in finishing their first-half
schedule. They are currently in
NEW YORK CITY - Charles R.
fourth place.
Sllgh, Jr., of HoUand, industrialist
The flannels didn’t commit an
and chairman of the board of the
error. And their pitcher MelnkJ,
although yielding 11 hits, scatter- National Association of Manufaced them well and pitched over turers. has accepted the invitation
some rough spots.
of the Laymen's National CommitA single by Mack, a double by tee, Inc., to act as national chair-

1954

ffiUe

Week

COMPLETE SERVICE
All

Mokes

Authority
Cfcrdw-rtiaHHHli Dealer

The light guage metal baler,
Motor So too
recently installed at the Louis
U W. V* Start Mm. 7141
Padnos Iron and Metal Co. plant
illustrates what incidentalad*
vantages may come to a com- Ron Fortney and A1 Dykema’s
munity along with progress with- single gave Holland a two-run man for the 1954 Bible Week campaign.
in its industries. The powerful lead In the first after the first
This year marks the 14th observpiece o /equipment is capable of Cedar Springs batter had led off
ance
of the all-faithsevent, and
chomping and compressing half with a triple and eventually nailwiU be held the week of Oct 18
of an automobile body down to a
ed at home by catcher Ron Boeve. to 24.
compact orange crate size in leu
AT HOME AND AT
Cedar Springs used three hits Purpose of the week is to stimuthan five minutes.
trounced cellar-dwellingCedar of only a certain number each
to pick up a tally in the second, late active Interest in reading and
THE
"Every metal Industry hu a and probably would have scored
Springs, 14-6.
week and clinic supervisors asscrap residue resulting from its more if it hadn't been for a neat studying the Bible.
Zeeland scored three runs in sume the parents that every
manufacturing processes,”said double play started by Van Dyke :;™e week of Oct. 18 to 24,
the top of the first, but Grand child will be taken care of.
which we have set aside as NaSeymour Padnos. ‘This is inevi- with the bases haded.'
Charles E.- Zerrip, former
Haven came, back with a run in
tional Bible Week, is the week
table and many times the aihount
•resident
of
Zetland
Kiwanis
the second and went ahead with
A single and a double tied the when we aU can profitablydecide
is astonishinglyhigh and literally
lub, has been chosen Lt Goverthree in the third. Meanwhile, the
game for the Flannels in the third to read our Bibles daily and to
the margin of profit may depend
Chix were held scorelessfrom the nor of District 1- of the Kiwanis
and when they slammed pitcher glean from Its pages the many
on the economic disposal of this
second until the ninth when they Clubs of Michigan.This position
Jack Kempker for a single, two worthwhilelessons awaitingus.”
scrap.
The
only
way
to
handle
finally broke Loren Cook’r spell given him jurisdictionof dubs in
walk* and a triple for two more Sllgh
\
rout HOSTS!
light metal scrap profitably is to
11 Western dties. He is to visit
for two more runs.
runs In the fourth,Manager Russ
FAUl
AND
IONA VAN RAALTI
crush
it
into
compact
bundles.
each of the dubs three times dur• Grand Haven added a single
Woldring sent in Jim Boeve, who
The Great Smoky Mountains
The farther such a baler is away
run in the sixth and two more in ing the coming year. He is a
held the losers to two hits and National Park embraces an area 54
ACROSS FROM FOSTOmi
from a factory site, the greater one run the rest of the way.
member of Zeeland Kiwanis Club
the eighth to insure a victory.
miles long by approximately19
ZEELAND
cost
there
is
in
transportation.
The Athletics collecteda dozen although he is at present a resi
Singles by Lou Humbert, Fortmiles wide, almost equaUy divided
Thus a town like Holland has an
hits while the Chix could only dent of Holland.
ney and Vah Dyke put the Dutch- between Tennessee and North Carattraction for light metal In
SUNDAYS
The annual school meeting of
gamer half a dozen. Gene Talsma
men back in the ball game, but olina.
dustries
as
they
are
auured
of
went all the way for Zeeland and Zeeland Public School will be
until the ninth, it looked like that
prompt and economical disposal
p,}held at the high school gymnwas the losing pitcher.
was all the farther they were
of scrap.”
asium Monday, July 12 at 8
Standings:
going. Dykema doubled with one
‘This also applies to paper,
L Pet p.m. for the purpose of election
out In the eighth, but never adScroppy lays;
Padnos said. "Where there are
Grand
6 2 .750 two members to the Board of
vanced.
no paper balers In the community,
South
3 2 .600 Education for three year terms.
Boeve got wild in the eighth and
there is no incentive to collect
Sheet steel Jiundles ore compressed
3 3 .500 Drectors whose terms expire are
Cedar Springs went ahead on
paper,
with
the
present
extremely
Cedar
0 5 .000 Clarence Yntema and Nelson Van
Mr. and Mr*. Woyne Irvin Schipper
two
walks and a single. He startinto a density 35% that of ingots.
low price that paper brings.”
3 '3 .500 Koevering.
(Prince photo)
The new baler is located on ed the Dutchman rally In the
Miss Doris Joyce Kalmink, and mistress of ceremonies. Mr.
ninth, too, with a single with one
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John and Mrs. Eugene Berens were in ground between Pine and River down and Mack followed with anWest End Shif f en Win
Aves.,
which
formerly
was
waste
Kalmink of route 2, Hamilton, be- charge of the gift room. Serving
other safety.After Humbert fannlwoyi baying
matariols
came the bride of Wayne Irvin were the Mesdames Janis Zoet, land. Pilings for this structure go ned. it looked dark until Van
On Baset-Lotded Single
50
feet
deep
to
secure
proper
Schipper Wednesday, June 30, in Leon Brummel and Henry Van
Dyke leveled his blast.
A sharp sing'le into left by Jim East Saugatuck ChristianReform- Doornik, Jr., and the Misses Hazel anchorage.
The linescore:
Hole with the bases loaded in the ed Church. The groom is the son Tucker, Eleanor Schievink, Elaine
Cedar SpringsFare
in
last half of the final innipg gave of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Schipper Michmerhuizen, Lillian Van Dis Grand Rapids Bride
001 200 010-5-10-0
20 Hirer
HoflosA Mtofa
the West End Sluggers
vic- of route 5, Holland.
and Lois Kronemeyer.
HollandDOUGLAS (Spedal) -Airpaflc tory over the Mighty Nine Thurs- An arch decoratedwith white
For their western wedding trip, Honored at Shower
200 020 001 — 7-il-l
Speedway was dangerouslyslip- day night in “C” league baseball. flowers and seven-branchcandel- the bride changed to a pale blue
1 pery Saturday night as* recent Losing pitcher Joe Howard had abra formed a setting for the dress with white accessories and A miscellaneous shower honor- Standing*:
L Pet.
rains challenged a field of 35 cars.
ing Miss Donna Mae Tiesenga of
loaded the bases by yieldingthree double ring rites, performed by an orchid corsage. Upon their reGrand Haven
6
2
It
.750
Grand
Rapids
was
given
Friday
Holland driver Tim Smith was straightwalks. Lanny Zylman also
the Rev. Stanley Schipper of turn, they will live at route 5,
South Haven
4
2
.667
evening
at the Stanley Curtis sumthe fastest qualifier,followed by pitched for the losers, while Bill
Gary, Ind., uncle of the groan. HoUand.
Zeeland
4
3
571
mer home at Jenison Park.
Harold Ende of Hamilton.
Mrs. Schipper,a graduate of
Goodvke and Jeff Altena formed Mrs. Justin Brinks was organist
Holland
4
4
.500
Ray Orzehoskiof Douglas took the Winning battery.
A
model
sailboat on £ sea of
and ^Mrs. Robert Van Den Belt, Holland High School and Allegan
Cedar Springs
0
6
.000
the flag in the strictlystock diblue with tiny life preservers inGordon De Vries and pitcher sister of the groom, sang "Be- County Normal, attended Western
vision with Ed De Vries, A1 Gepscribed "Donna and Art” highHoward slammed two hits apiece cause,” "I Love You Truly” and Michigan College and has been a lighted decorations,along with a
ner and Phil Stengel of Holland
Albert B. Kuyeri, 81,
teacher at Beeline School. Mr.
for the losers while Kole collected "A Bridal Prayer.”
following up in the 10-lap class B
suitcase filled with gifts for the
ON THE AVERAGE
a pair for the winners.
The bride chose a gown of ny- Schipper, also a Holland High bride-elect.
Dies
of Lingerinf Illness
EVERT 15 SECONDS OF EVERY WORKING DAY.
This week’s schedule-Tuesday.lon over satin, with lace collar and graduate, is a fanner.
First spot in the 25 lap feature
Games were played and a twoZEELAND
(Special)
Albert
B.
went1 to Ende who edged out Midgets vs. Junior Yankees, "D” long sleevespointed at the wrists.
course lunch was served. AssistMN VAN UNTI, Agotf
Chuck Neale. Dale Schut of Hol- league; Wednesday, Mighty Nine She wore a fingertipveil and car- Holst Loses 1-0 Contest
ing Mrs. Curtis were Mrs. Ben Kuyers, 81, of route 1, Zeeland,
177 CollegeAvenue
vs. Southwest Hitters,“C” league; ried a white Bible with an orchid.
Phone 7133
land was credited with a heat race
Nash, Mrs. Floyd Angel and Mrs. Olive township, died of a lingering
Her only attendant was her To Grand Rapids Sqoad
illnessSaturday at Pine Rest.
and a fast moving pursuit. Dale Thursday, All Stars vs. North Side
John Ter Vree.
Survivingare the wfe, Annie;
Holland’s City ‘League - leading
Adams of Benton Harbor took the Sluggers, “D” league;, Friday, sister, Miss Bernice Kalmink, who
Also attending were Mrs. Wilconsolation prize and Bud Welters Cubs vs. South Side Sluggers, “C' wore a gown of pale orchid taf- Hulst Brotherslost a tight pitch- lis Nash of Kalamaoo, Mrs. War- four daughters, Mrs. Albert Venv
feta with matching bolero. She ers’ duel Saturdaynight, dropping ren Schuitema,Mrs. Gerrit Ties- der Hulst, Mrs. John Mast, Mrs.
•, of Holland was runner up.
carried a yellow colonialbouquet. a 1-0 contest to the Grand Rapids
Both modified and strictly stock
enga and Miss Marcia Tiesenga of Harry Kamps and Mrs. Henry
Harris Schipper attended his Teamsters at Grandville.
events are slated for Saturday Judgment Granted
Grand Rapids, Mrs. Harold Dyk Klynstra, all of Zeeland; two sons,
brother as best man. Ushers were
Teamsters’ Bob Warner pitched ema of East Lansing. Mrs. Ver Ben of North Blendon and Gerben
night with time trials at 7:30 and
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Austin Kalmink and Robert Van a one-hitter while Hulst’s Larry non De Pree and Miu Caryl of Borculo;a son-in-law,William
races at 8 p.m.
After deliberating less than a Den Belt.
Knoper yielded five hits, two of Curtis of Holland.
Driesenga of North Blendon; a
<4
half hour, a Circuit Court jury
for
At a reception for 90 guests in them in the third inning when the
Miss Tiesengaand Arthur Sid- brother,Aalt Kuyers of North BlenThursday afternoon awarded Har- the church basement, Mr. and
Teamsters picked up the game’s ney Veltman will be married
'a
old and Henry Paas, doing busi- Mrs. Jerry Lehman were master
only run.
July 23 in Grand Rapids.
Any Occasion
ness as Paas Brothersof Spring

Hmr
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Louis Padnos Iron & Metal Co.
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MACATAWA

FURNITURE SHOP

453 W. 22nd St. Phone 4-8042
-Fina Furnitura for
FashionablaHomes

FURNITURE
LAMPS
CARPET
CUSTOM-UPHOLSTERING

—

custom finishing
•nd REFINISHING

A HIPPO

Baked Goods

«

Decree Granted
GRAND HAVEN (Special) - A

Lake Township, a 5650 judgment
against Herbert H. Arkema of
Grand Haven. Plaintiffs claimed
defendantwas indebted to them
in the sum of 5683.99 for work
done and material furnishedin the
spring of 1952 for repairing and
planting a lawn at Arkema’s resi
dence on Sheldon Road.

OUR VARJBTY OF TASTY

divorce decree was granted in
Ottawa Circuit Court Friday to
Leah Faye. Aylworth from Milo
Aylworth, both of Georgetown.
There are no children and Mrs.
Aylworth was restored her former
name of Tubergen.

, The population of the world k
increasing at the rfcte of about
70,000 a day.

Engagement Told

BAKERY TREATS
AM

To Crtryon's Meets

TRIUMPH SAKE SHOP
M4 CENTRAL

AVE.

PHONE

2677

MAY
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Join your frisnds at
Bier Kelder. Premium beer,
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A conveniently located meet-

ing plaee with traditional
Duteh atmosphere. Open
neon to midnight
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all year printing! Quality prtssvork,
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Mr. • and Mrs. John T. Prins,
route 5, announce the engagement
of their daughter, Alma Jean, to
Pfc. Roger Jay Rotman. son of
Mr. and
"
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Seventh Inning Coliseum Run Beats

Drobac Romps to

Overisel

Planners Discuss

(From Friday’s Sentinel)

Hulst, 3-2, in Legion Field Feature

The Mission Guild of

the

Closing

ChristianReformed Church met Alley
ZEELAND (Special) The
last Thursday' evening.Opening
weather was good. The crowd
devotionsand Bible discussion The Holland planning commisnumbered 750. And both home
were in charge of the Rev. John sion Thursday night reiteratedita
In Castle
Four
teams
C. Medendorp. A solo, “I Am general policy of vacating entire
/
That’ how the Zeeland SoftSatisfied,"was sung by Mrs. alleys wherever possible where
ball Associationcelebratedthe
Attention in the Southwestern
Jerrold Glupker, accompanied by desired by owners in residential
15th anniversaryof Legion field
Mrs.
Arthur Dykhuis. Closing area but not to vachte only a
Michigan Closed Tennis Tournaby Coast
Thursday but it was Coliseums
prayer was offered by Mrs. Mel- portion of an alley. The policy
ment focused on doubles competithat really put the shine on
vin Nyhof. Refreshmentswere was restated in the case of clostion this week after Michigan
Holla nd# Coast Guardsmen towevents as they whipped Hulst
served by Mrs. Albert Lampen, ing the alley between 18th and
Bros, of the Holland league, 3-2. ed in four, boats in distress, dur- Mrs. Stanley Lampen and Mrs. 19th Sts. running from River to
State College star Stan Drobac
Coliseums displayed the brand ing the weekend, including one James Lampen.
romped to the singlescrown SatPine Aves. which was discussed at
of
ball played in the Zeeland 30-foot motor cruiser, according
A panel discussion on “Young a meeting of City Council Wedurday.
League as -they scored twee in to Chief Francis Kelly.
Christians and TV" was held at nesday night.*
Drobac was No. 1 s*ed for the
the fourth inning. Terry Kraal,
The commissionalso tabled for
The
first run was made late Christian Endeavor in the ReCastle Park tourney, and deserved
who won the most valuable player Friday night when the lookout formed Church last week Tues- further study a request of Hollis
it as he went the entire distance
award in the men’s contest, slam- spotted a 17-foot speedboat in day evening. Those participanting Brower to rezone to commercial
with two-match sets. The former
med out a triple with two men on trouble approximatelytwo miles were Sheryl Nienhuls, Dorothy a lot directlywest of the barber
MSC net captain and state men's
base.
out Ih Lake Michigan. The boat, Beltman, Lloyd Immink and shop at 13th St. and Maple Ave.
champ whipped Jim FarreU 6-3,
Hulst’ Bob Vork turned the
owned by Richard Von Allsburg, Earl Kleinhekselwith the Rev. The appeal board, which is com6-4 in the finals.
tables in the fifth inning as he
Tellinghuisen serving as posed of the city members of the
Grand Rapids, was towed in.
Directors A. A. Stagg Jr., and
tripled with two
•
planningcommission,will schedA
red distressflare fired shortly chairman.
Dick and Bob Steketee said douTension mounted as the game after 6:40 a.m. Saturday brought The topic “Sermons and Young ule a hearing for the request to
bles events >vill be run off Saturwent into the final half of the the Coast Guard crashboat to the People" was discussed at the rezone the propertyat 13th and
day. “We ran off 30 matches last
seventy inning with the scofe side of the 30-foot yacht "Jolla young peoples meeting hi the River to allow for construction of
Friday so we ought to be able to
still tied, at 2-all. With two men
Lynne," nearly three miles out in Christian Reformed Church last a filling station.
finish 20 odd doubles events— with
out, Kraai drew a walk. He went
Attending Thursday’s meeting
the lake. Owned by John L. Mar- week Tuesday evening.
good weather, Dick Steketee
to second on a sacrifice, and ley, Chicago, the boat was report- A girl’s quartet of the local were Mayor Harry Harrington,
said.
reached third on a passed ball. ed to have run out of gas.
Christian Reformed Church sang W. A. Butler. Robert Visscher,
Bud Donnelly and Phil Farrell
Gien Nykamp stepped in as
the morning service of the Willard 'C. Wich^rs, Mrs. WilA
third run was made at 7:40
were picked to win the doubles
pinch hitter and slammed out a
Saturday
nights when an out- Reformed church Sunday. Mem- liam G. Winter, Walter Vander
crown, although they were closely
single sending Kraai home with
board owned by Richard Berg- bers are Shirley Wolters,Mary Haar, Ward Hansen, H.C. Mcfollowed by second ranked Denny
the game winning score.
sma, 50 East 20th St., was tow- Ellen Wolters, Ruth Wolters and Clintock and City Planner Scott
Telder and Jack Vredeveld and
Both winning pitchers Owen ed in after it had hit a floating Kathryn Lampen. They were ac- Bagby. Chairman Wichers pre20 to 24 top flight doubles comAukema and loser Larry Knoper
NO MORE BAD CURVES HERE
County offiway, will be 24 feet wide and the entire roadobject In Lake Michigan disabl- companied by Elaine Michmer sided.
binations.
hurled four-hit ball.
huizen. The Male quartet consisting the motor.
cials
say
work
is about two wtaks from complebed
will
be
raised
and
straightened.
Pictured
is
Saturday’s singlesrace presentIn the opening contest Drenthe
ing of Dale Voorhorst, Wallace
Sunday
afternoon,
a
12-fpot
tion on a pair at bridges on Adams St. (east
the larger bridge at the eastern approach being
ed some of the finest tennis seen
girls easily took the measure of
sailboat, owned by John Beeman, Folkert. Alfred Lampen and Lesin the Holland area in a long
16th St.) near 104 Ave. The two bridges, one
constructed by Canonie Excavating Co. of
the Benton Harbor Twin City
Macatawa Park, was toWed back ter Kleinheksel sang in the Local Elks
time, and there was a good crowd
Wildcats12-2.
of which fomprly stood at an angle to the highSouth
(Sentinel photo)
•
'to its mooring after it had puUed
on hand to witness it
The visitors, remnants of a team loose, floated down Lake MacaRelatives attended the wedDrobac crashed through the
that won the state class B soft
tawa and capsized.No one was in ding and reception of Wayne
Flag
early rounds of the tourney with
ball title last year, were jittery
Schipper and Doris Kalmink in
the boat, at the time.
a couple love-games and no conin the opening inning as Drenthe
East Saugatuck Christian Retest that pushed him beyond six
Holland Lodge No. 1315, Benejumped to an early lead.
formed church last week Wednesgames. Peter Paulus, a University
Honors for the night went
day evening. Following their volent and Protective Order of
of Michigan standout was Drobac’s
Babe Brinks, the strong right
wedding trip the young couple Elks, placed sixth out of 12
Seven or eight youngsters at
semi-final victim 6-3, 6-4.
hander who allowed only four
will live on their farm just west lodges designated as the most
Finalist Farrell took the mea- Lawndale Ct. had big doings last
active in the Grand Lodge Flag
hits 'and g« three herself, includAdmitted to Holland Hospital of the village.
sure of Denny Telder of Grand week. They staged a backyard
ing a home run. Brinks drovp in Friday were Mark Randall NyMr. and Mrs. Walter Mack and Day campaign.
ZEELAND
(Special) — Work
Rapids 6-3, 6-4. Farrell is a Kala- circus at the Fred Meyer home
Announcementof the Holland
six runs and scored twice, win- boer, route 4; Claude Lake, 179 family of East Lansing were
on both bridges at Adams St.,
mazoo product
ning the outstanding player award East Eighth St.; Mark Weller, 17 weekend guests of their parents, lodge achievement was made at
complete with all kinds of acts. (East 16th St.) near 104th Ave.
In the quarter-finals,Drobac
the national Grand Lodge Conin the girls division.
East 24th St.; Lester Bunker, Jr. Mr. and Mrs. Julius Pomp.
They charged five cents ad- has practically been halted bedefeated Ed Foster 6-4, 6-4 while
vention, currentlyin session in
Also
instrumental
In
the
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Myron
Kolleri
and
cause of lack of steel, county offiroute 2, West Olive; Perry Lee
Farrell outlasted Bud Donnelly of mission and the response was
Drenthe win was Babe’s sister, Raak, 210 North River.
family of Detroit were weekend Los Angeles, Calif.
Kalamazoo 6-2, 3-6, 6-4. Jim Fow- pretty good because when all cials said today.
The local lodge spearheaded
Pat,
who
got
three
hits
and
playThe bridges, only 30 yards
Discharged Friday were Mrs guests of relatives here.
Kalamazoo •»,
upset was said and done they had
ed a bang-up game at shortstop. Douglas Bronson and baby, route
Jarvis Brink returned to camp Flag Day observancein Holland
apart, cross two branches of Big
by Tedder 6-2, 3-6, 6-4 and Paulus
As special features at the con- 2; Mrs. Eugene Gillette and baby after spending a weekend fur- and staged a parade through the
Creek.
beat MSC No. 2 man Dave
p , '
test,
officialsoffered awards to
8 West 17th St.; Harold Koops lough with his parents, Mr. and downtown area and sponsored a
What to do with the money! " Shipments of steel have been
6-2, 7-5.
families fitting certain classifi- route -5; Edwardo Lopez, 130 East Mrs. Justin Brink. George Brinks program after the parade at the
held
up
and
did not arrive until
One by one, they rejected certain
Armory.
cations. Winners were*
early this week. And when the
Seventh St.; Mrs. James De Vries of Holland If also spending a few
well known charities. Finally,one
Largest family — Mr. and Mrs.
Other cities mentioned in the
days in the Brink l\ome.
steel is here it will take another
and
baby,
736
Lincoln
Ave.;
Kenlittle girl suggested "Rest Room
Mart Gcerlings and Mr. and Mrs.
announcement
at the convention
Mr.
and
Mrs,
Murton
Lahkheet
week
to ^bmplete the structures.
neth LaGrand, 23 East 35th SL
Small
Haven!" That was it
Nick Voss, both with eight chilWednesday were Auburn, N.Y.,
Construction of the bridges eliSteven Fonger, 301 East 12th St. and family, Mr. and Mrs. Johp
Incidentally,the Rev. Paul E.
dren. (duplicate awards).
Jersey City, N.J., Alameda, Calif.,
Warner Hill, 165 Manley Ave. Wiersma and family returned
Hinkamp will be happy to re- minates a bad jog in Adams St. at
Most recently married couple—
Gallup, N.M., and Tacoma, Wash.
home
after
a
few
days
trip
to
a
point where several persons
Mrs. Thomas Vandepeb, 300 West
ceive contributions of any size
Despite
Mr. ‘and Mrs. Gerald Timmer,
A total of 1,675 Elks lodges
Northern Michigan last week.
have been killed in recent yeai?.
Main,
Zeeland;
Ervin
Pommerenfor Restyaven Home.
married May 23.
held Flag Day programs throughThe
84th
annual
4th
of
July
The two-lane highway had naring, 403 136th Ave.; Lester BunOldest married couple— Mr. and
celebration was held in the com- out the nation on June 14.
rowed practically to a one lane
Despite Inclement weather Satker. Jr., route 2, West Olive.
Add:
Unsung
heroes. '
Mrs.
Gerrit
Blauwkamp,
community
grove Monday. The afterpassage and was at an angle.
urday afternoon, small boat sailAdmitted Saturday were Harry
Ben Lubbers did his good deed
bined age of 136 years.
Canonie Excavating Co. of
noon speaker was Dr. William
ors at Macatawa Bay Yacht Club
Van
Dam,
350
East
24th
St.; Mary
Family contributing most
Messelink of the Reformed Bible
managed to get in races in two for the day one day last week South Haven has the contract
Rusticus,181 East Fifth St. .
players to softball association in
Institute of Grand Rapids. In the
out of the three classes. Only the when he helped rescue a chap for constructing a bridge at the
past 15 years— Mr. and Mrs. Discharged Saturdaywere Ron- evening, a home talent program
Lightnings did not race because by the name of Israels whose eastern approach.The 24-foot
boat
upset
in
Lake
Macatawa
at
Henry
Timmer of Drenthe (Gor- ald Kuyers, route 3; Mrs. Herbert was
structure is built on piling with
of bad weather. However, compeNewhouse,258 West 13th St; Perry
Kollen
Park.
Ben
was
in
his
don, Wesley, Harold. Willis,JanNew address of serviceman : Pvt
concrete bed covered with
tition was brisk in the Nipper and
Lee Raak, 210 North River; Mrs
In All State
boat and the whole thing was asphalt.
ice, and Muriel)'; Mr. and Mrs.
International 110 classes.
Paul Wolters, U.S. 55443612
Morris
Skaalen
and
baby,
25
East
fairly
simple,
f
George
Veltman
of
South
Blendon
Results in order of finish were:
The western approach bridge
P. Unit Det. No. 3 Sta. Comp
group was discussing the needed only to be widened from
Holland High School has been
(Harm, Bill, George, Lee, Earl 21st St.;' Mrs. Clarence Buurma ASU 3442 Fort Me , Pherson,
Nipper —John Beenum. Betsy
Miss DeloresAnn Ten Broeke
and
baby,
234
West
11th
St.;
Mrs
musically honored again with the
BarkweU, Kinnie Hapun, Tom and incident Friday in the city engin- 16 to its present 24 feet. This
Mr. and Mrs. John Ten Broeke and Myrtle); Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit David Ashley and baby, route 3, Georgia.
eer’s office. It remained for Wil- bridge rests on cement abut
Blauwkamp of Zeeland (Dick,
Ed Marellje.
Kenneth Dannenberg spent a acceptanceby University of
of route 1, Holland, announce the
Allegan; Mrs. Robert Kendall and
4th of July furlough with his Michigan of eight student musiInternational 110— Peter Sears, son Diekema to submit the fol- ments, and will also be covered engagement of their daughter, Bert, Harold. Ethyl. Janet and
Joyce). Duplicate prizes were baby, 401 Howard Ave.; Mrs parents, Mr. and Mrs. Justin cians as members of the All
Clarke Field, Jr., and Patricia lowing headline: “King Ben Saves with asphalt.
Delores Arin. to Joshua M. Payne,
Walter Harbison and baby, Kiel’s
Israelite."
State Band.
Patterson.
County / officialssaid the en- route 1, Holland, son of Mr. and given.
Dannenberg.
Person born closest to July 7, Blueberry Farm; Mark Weller, 17
tire section of roadway will be Mrs. Joshua Payne of England.
Sunday results in order of finThe Rev. John C. Medendorp The band meets for two weeks
The bids that trickled in to raised, eliminating a slight dip at
1939, date of Legion Field dedica- East 24th St.
ish were:
is scheduled to fill a classicalap- at National Music Camp at
Admitted Sunday were John
tion— Wayne Timmer, born July
Nipper— John Beeman, Ginny the dty hall this week for three that point. The road ,will then be
pointment in the Beaverdam Interlochen, starting today. WilHudzik, Jr., 97 South Division
7, 1939.
Hamm, Walter, Louise Marsilje. new cruisers for the police d regraveled, graded and new Erutha Rebekah Lodge
Christian Reformed church next liam D. Revelli, University of
Couple married closest to July Alyce Jipping, Waukazoo.
Betsy Barkwell was disqualified. partment (under $1,800
blacktop applied.
Sunday. A Seminary student will Michigan band conductor, will reEnds Year* s Activities
7. 1939— Mr. and Mrs. Ben Van Discharged Sunday were Mrs preach in the local church.
hearse about 200 outstanding
Work started on the project
Lightning— Carol Curtis, Paul trade-ins) looked pretty good to
Lawrence Overbeek and baby, 1749
Harms, Jane Boyd, Sally Cope- the councilmen. Some joked that May 17.
Martin Nienhuis, son of Mr. and bandsmen from throughout the
Members of Erutha Rebekah Liere, married April 23, 1939.
Michigan Ave.; Mrs. John Blac- Mrs. Bert Nienhuis, expects to re- state. Rehearsals will run to four
land, Buzz Boersma and John Mc- next time maybe the manager
Lodge concludedseason’s activiquiere, Jr., and twins, 330 Howard
or clerk should advertise for nine
Donald.
turn home sometime this week hpurs daily. Sports, many forms
ties Friday evening when ‘ they
Heinz Picnic Postponed
Gobles Youth Winner
Ave.; Mrs. Kenneth Lakies and after having been in Holland of recreation and excellent conInternational 110 —Jim Boyd, cars, one for each councilman and
held the last meeting until Septbaby. 336 West 14th St.; Beatrice
Clarke Field, Jr., Peter Sears, the mayor.
Hospitalfor the last few weeks certs will keep the students busy
Until Next Saturday \
ember.
Of AchievementBooth
Smith,
71 West 28th St.; Mrs to receive treatmentsfor ulcers. throughout the two weeks. The
Jack can der Velde, Patricia PatThe 31st annual H. J. Heinz Seventeen members attended
That snazzy new layout that
terson and John .McDonald. The
ALLEGAN (Special) -For the James Moore, 94 West Seventh St
Harold Koops received several All State Band will present conCo. picnic, scheduledlast Satur- and there was one visitor from
race was judged on an adjusted Hospital Director Fred Burd uses day, was postponed because of the the Allegan lodge. Members arc third time in the past 4 years Al- Mrs. Lora Kennedy, 19 West 29th arm and rib fractures in a trac- certs on Sunday afternoon, July
18 and 25.
finish after a mixup In exact in giving talks these days on the weather. The picnic has been re- invited to attend BigStor Camp legan county has had a winner in St.; Delores Oonk, 191 West 27th tor accident last week.
need for a new hospital addition
markers.
Local members are Linda Fethe State 4-H club Achievement St.; Russell Johnson, route 6; Mrs
Bible School under the direcscheduled for next Saturday, the weekend of Aug 28.
Gerrit Van Zyl, 79 East Ninth St tion of the Rural Bible Mission hring and Sonja Bouwman, flute;
looks like a real primitive with
Refreshments were served by Booth Contest.
July 17, at Tunnel Park.
Hospital births include a son will be held for the children of Sandra Dressel.oboe and clarinet;
buildings in assorted bold colon,
Franklin Kelly. 19, route 2
The event will follow the ori- Mrs. Jer^inette Cranmer and her
MUceUaneoMS Shower
Gary Robert, bom Friday to Mr this community in the local Re- Bill Meengs, Keith Brower, Phil
trees, walks, drives and lawns.
Gobles,
is
among
the
top
ten
winginal schedule, with a basket committee.
Somebody •said it looked like
Rathke and Dick Hemwall, corners in the state 4-H club achieve- and Mrs. Robert Hoover, 30 Pine formed church next week.
Honors Mrs. Janies
dinner from 12:30 to 1:30.
St., Zeeland; a son, Dale Leslie
something Grandma Moses had
not. and Terry Zylman, saxophone.
Near the North and South poles, ment booth contest.
Games for all ages will start
Art Hills, Holland High band
A miscellaneous shower honor- (lone.
Purpose of the contest is to born Saturday to Mr. and Mrs
the water freezes at 28 degrees.
at 1:45 p.m.
Fred said some of the lines
ing Mrs. Harlen Jurries was given
director, has been conductor of
recognize the achievementsand Gordon Slenk, route 6; a daughter Rev. Elton Van Pernis
Friday evening at the home of weren’t very good. They were
the All State Band the past two
leadership of outstanding 4-H Carol Jean, bom Saturday to Mr. Accepts Beechwood Call
summers.
Mrs. John Jurries, 593 South wavy.
dub members. Contestantsare and Mrs. John Koeman, route 6;
“Just say grandma was feeling
Shore Dr. Mrs. Jurries was forThe Rev. Elton Van Pernis, pasjudged on three %main points,4-H daughter, Mary Lou, bom Sunday
merly Miss Arloa Smith. The poorly that day," another said.
dub record: an interview with the to Mr. and Mrs. Carl Deur, 649 tor of Byron Center Reformed
'
couple was married in June. .
judges, and the attractivenessand East 11th St.; a son, Andrew Church, has accepted the call re- Cars Crash at
Add notes at the hospital:
Hostesses were Mrs. Justin
Mark, bom Sunday to Mr. and ceived from Beechwood Reformed Cars belonging to Anne Logsdon
effectivenessof their booth.
Toni Sikkel of the records deJurries and Mrs. John Jurries.1
The theme of Franklin’s booth Mrs. Phyllip Sk^els, 40 West 16th Church, according to an announ- of 7 West 29th St. and Harry Baker
Games were played and dupli partment has just been elected
St.; a daughter, Sue Ann, bom cement made at services Sunday. of East SaugatuckcollidedThursis ‘‘Learning by Leading".
cate prizes awarded to Mrs. Jack president of the Southwestern
Franklin will now exhibit his Sunday to Mr. and Mrs. Gerald The family will arrive in Holland day at the corner of MichiganAve.
Oosterbaan, Mrs. Bernard Smith Michigan Medical Records
and 29th St., causing an estimated
booth at the State 4-H club show Prince, 45 East Seventh St.; a in September.
and Miss Dona Jurries, A two- Librarians Association.The meetAug. 31 to Sept. 3, 1954. At this daughter, Denise Lynn, bom Sun- Rev. Van Pernis who was pastor total damage of $300. ^
course lunch was served.
ing was held in Kalamazoo.
event this booth will compete with day to Mr. and Mrs. Raymond at the Byron Center church for
Present were the Mesdames
the booths of other young people. Rosendaal, 555 Pinecrest Dr.; a three years, succeeds the Rev.
In a recent wedding story
Henry Jurries, Herman Jurries,
The result of this competition will daughter, Nancy Ann, bom Sunday John Benes who left the early
Harod Jurries, Leonard Jurries, the Sentinel the program at the
be the awarding of four trips to to Mr. and Mrs. Loren Howard, part of the year to accept a call
AMBULANCE SERVICE
Joe Victor, Clarence Zone, Milo reception mentioneda budget read
at the Reformed Church at
Washington D. C. to the top booth Jr., 41 East 28tlj St.
Ooiterbaah,Jack Oosterbaan, Ben by so-and-so. To old-timers
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN
exhibitors.The remaining six will
Spring Lake. Rev. Benes became
Bosma, Bernard Smith, Justin Holland, the term budget used in
The Young Men’s Christian as- pastor of the local church follow- 29 Eost
nous 349S
be awarded trips to Toronto, CanJurries, Harlen Jurries, John such a case simply means a colada for the Royal Canadian Ex- sociation was founded in 1844 ing its dedication and served for
Gilbert Vonde Woter, Mgr.
Jurries and the Misses Hazel and lectionof jokes substitutingnames
position.
in London, England.
approximately10 years. 1
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Ruth

Jurries

and Dona
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of those present.

Also invited were the Mesdames But to newcomers,it poses quite
Jerry Kuiper, Harold Oosterbaan, a puzzle, and at least a couple of
John Dannenberg and Melvin persons speculated, whether the
Victor.
newlyweds read the family bud-

YOU’LL

get for the approval of the guests.
The dictionary (Websters) gives
no light on the humor angle, and
evth the financialangle runs $fo4 to other definitions involving
pouches, wallets, sacks and
leather bottles. But in this day of
high cost of living, there’s little

LIKE...

doubt as to what budget means
to the average person.

One more

helpful hint:

budget means

A

DONAIO

Mum-

silence.

nine-year-old gave

his

father a present last Christmas—
the very first present he had personally bought and financed,
was a glntlng golden necktie

LEONARD

clasp.

As dad enthused, the boy said
In an explosion of honesty, “I
ought to tell you I didn’t buy that
tie clasp in a jewelry store, but
it DID come from the most expensive part of the 5 and 10 cent

Mr. ond Mrs. Arnold Von Den

Miss Elizabeth Simonsen, daughOn Father’s day, the boy gave ter of Mr. and Mrs. Simon Simonhis dad a fountain pen. ‘This
sen, of 775 Butternut Dr., and
didn’t come from the 5 and 10
cent store," he asserted, “It Arnold Van Den Brink, son of
came from the corner drug store. Mr. and Mrs. Louis Van Den
It’s a $4 pen, reduced to 99 cents Brink of 589 East Eighth St., were
united In marriage June 25 at
but I got it for 66 cents!"
the fatherly^furrowthe Simonsen home.
A double ring ceremony at 7
a new°clerk,so I p.m. was perforlied by the Rev.
John M. Haiti* Afiss Harriet Ortstore."

Brink

for

,

(Bui

ford photo)

man and Robert Schifer attended

GOVERNOR

the bride and grpom.

Follow'inga~ southern honeyMr. and Mrs. Van Den
Brink are living at 589 East
Eighth St.
Pre-nuplialshowers for the
bride were given by Mrs. Ray Van
Den Brink/ Mrs. Louis Van Den
Brink, Mrs. Gerald Meengs and
Mrs. Judd Saggers and Miss Harriet Ortman.
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Brouwer-Mulder Vows Spoken

Ideal Vacation Conditions

WANT-ADS
MEET SIij.'r.lM
MONEY NEEDS

Heighten Resort Activity

Pleasant weather, steadily • large group of friendsat Sunset
Finance your summer program
climbing Lake Michigan tempera- cottage last Sunday.
with a loan from us. Cash for
tures, fair-to-goodfishing and
Dr. Luther Gable, famous popuvacation expenses ... for essenfine breezes for sailing cynblned lar science lecturer, will entertain
tial purchases . • • or for other
to make this an ideal week for Waukazoo guests and friends
Purposes.
vacationers at Holland area re- Saturdaynight In addition to his
sorts.
demonstration will be a discussion
Many have arrived at their of startling “flying saucers” in- Borrow up to $500. Take as long
Wm
as 20 months to repay.
Lake Macatawa and Lake Michi- formation.
gan cottages for the entire sum- The Charles Nicholsons of EvansI'M
mer while others have been fre- ville, Ind, are now la East Wind Your inquiry to invited. Stop fa or
phone
. now!
quenting the popular resorts, cottage.
where entertainmentis planned The new gams Triangles has
to make the vacationers* stay in taken the place by storm. Tourna- HOLLAND LOAN ASSOCIATION
Across from Center Theater
Holland a memorable one.
ments are being fought In both
4%*
Adv.
Castle Park
men's singles and mixed doubles.
Many big things are hi the offing for cottagers at Castle
Macatawa
Park and Castle guests.
Hotel Macatawa's activltiee
On Friday night, there will be have come into full swing the
a beach supper followed by com- past two weeks. Guests from all
munity tinging on the Dance parts of the country have arrived
Dune. Ambrose Holford will lead to spend their vacations In the
the singing after supper, to be atmosphere of rest, for those
served from 6:90 to 7:90. These
who desire it, and activity for the
supper-sings will be held every
others.
other
Friday
night
throughout
mt
Sunday evening was devoted to
the season.
the now traditional concert It
Castle Park Players are hi rewas a highly entertaining,varied
hearsal now in preparationfor program. Participating were Bob
their production of the comedy,
Ainsworth, St Louis, Mo* accor“Miranda," to be given in the dionist who presented an enlightAmphitheaterWednesday evening,
ening talk on the InstrumentitJuly 2L Mrs. Austin Brown >\i
self, and played numerous comdirectingthe production. •
position*.His interpretationof
Work on another variety show, “Tico Hco" and Chopin’s “PintMr. and Mrs. Roger J. Brouwer (Penno-Sasphoto) “Castle Capers," also is under asie Impromptu" was a delight to
In a summer wedding solemniz- brother of the bride, was ringf way. This is scheduled the night the audience.Genevieve Aleked last, Friday, July 9, In Ferest bearer. He was dressed in a white of Friday, July 90, the eve of the sunas, Chicago pianist presented
Grove Reformed Church, Miss suit and carried the rings on a famous Castle Park Junior Horse a varied program of RachmaninMarilyn Carol Mulder became the satin pillow.Mr. and Mrs. Non- Show. Youngsters 18 and under off, Debussy, Ravel and Chopin
bride of Roger J. Brouwer. Hie man Pierema, cousins of the •re formulating plans for the big Her technicalfacility and general
double ring service was perform- bride, were master and mistress horse show July 91, at Henry musicianship were appreciated by
Boersma’s Maple Brook Farm.
ed at 8
by u16 Rev. Jack of ceremonies.
the music lovers present J.
Van Dyken. Palms, ferns, four Organ music was played by The youngsters do all the work— Smith Urban, manger sang a
Mis* Wilma Joanna Jansen
seven-branchcandelabra and Miss Beatrice Koe tiler, cousin of from the planning of classes, buy- group of songs, which oompletsd
Mrs. Louis Jansen of 41 East
baskets of white peonies formed the bride, and Dale Ver Meer ing trophies and ribbons to the program.
Main St, Zeeland, announces the
a backgroundfor the rites. White sang “Because," “I Love You choosing Judges and all other deThe park to the scene of per- engagement of her daughter, Wilbows decoratedthe pews.
Truly" and ‘The Lord’s Prayer.1 tails.
petual activity, the beach during ms Joanne, to ClarenceKanutra,
Friday
evening,
July
28,
HolThe bride is the daughter of
The bride’s mother wore •
the day, the ballroom at night
Mr. and. Mrs. Paul Mulder, 746 powder blue lace dress wth white land's championshipWindmill Square dandng Monday evening on of Mr. and Mrs. Otto Kamstra, 44 North Centennial St,
Chorus
will
give
a
concert
in
the
Columbia Ave., and the groom’s accessories.The groom’s mother
drew a capacitycrowd as did
MURDER TRIAL CONTINUES-Shortly afttr
brother,Julie R. Sandler, Mrs. Sandler, Mr. and
Park Amphitheater game
parents are Mr. and Mrs. Donald was dressed in sky blue silk with
night Tuesday. The amateur
this picture was taken at the Smdll murder
Mrs. Jacob Small (parents of Dr. Small) and
Brouwer of Forest Grove.
white accessories. Each had a through the courtesy of Holland show last Wednesday night disChamber
of
Commerce.
trial in Allegan court house Tuesday morning,
Escorted to the altar by her pink rose corsage.
other Detroit friends and relatives.Bottom
played many talents among the
wonderful moonlight dance
father, the bride wore a gown of
Mrs. Kenneth B. Small (upper photo left),
photo shows Mrs. Small (bock to camera) on the
guests and employes. Outstanding
There were 120 guests at the
was
held
Tuesday
night
on
the
Chantilly lace and nylon tulle,
was a group of Negro spirituals
reception in the Forest Grove
stalked from the room in tears. The dramatic
witness stand at the afternoonsession.She is
with lace accented the molded FellowshipHall, where Mr .and Dance Dune. This to • weekly for the kitchen staff who hall
incident came as State Police Trooper William
being questionedby Attorney Leo Hoffman
bodice and ruffled decolletage. Mrs. Donald Lokker served punch event, with dancing for children from Bakestone Gap, Vs.
Ogden was on the stand. From left to right at
(left) while Court StenographerDaniel Yonder
The skirt of tulle was accented by and Miss Arlene Sprick and Cal- the early part of the evening.
A popular weekly feature now
Tuesday morning's session are Mrs. Small, her
four insertionsof pleated lace and
Werf (right seated) takes down testimony.
Home plate looked like a reviewvin Bolt arranged the gifts.
extended into a sweep train. She Miss Charlotte Mulder was in underway to the Thursday night
ing stand in American Legion
happy" and were "a perfect wore tong lace mitts, tapered to
recorded concert on the dune.
charge of the guest book. ServJunior Baseball League play Tuescouple."
points over the wrists, and a ing were Misses Mary Jane Hos- Ambrose Holford, of the music
day night.
Mrs. HenriettaEder, a mater- Juliet cap, which held her fingerdepartment ‘ of Universityof
sink, Wanona Van Tatenhove,
While pitcher Wayne Westennal aunt of Dr. Small, sad that tip veil of imported illusion, feaTennessee at Knoxville, provides
broek held First National Bank to
when the Smalls visited her at tured three small bands of match- Marilyn Kraai, Clarine Knoll, Mil- the lovely recorded 'music, which
two runs, his Holland Hitch mates
a hospital on Feb. 17, they seem- ing lace with scattered seed dred Brouwer, Florence Brouwer, to enchanced by the beautiful
Harriet Brouwer and Joan
paraded across home fa every'
ed so happy that “the world was pearls. She carried a bouquet of
Lake
Michigan
setting.
Brouwer. A solo was sung by
Louis Rycenga and wf . to Henry Inning behind a 17-run fusillade.
their's.” She went to Florida on white split carnations with Ivy
Dale Ver Meer, duets and a skit
Everybody got into the hitting
R. Rltsema and wf. PL SW| SEJ
April 6 and went tq the Jacob streamers and centered with a
Maple Shade Resort
presentedby Mr. and Mrs. NorNE1
28-8-16 Qty of Grand Haven act — particularlyRon Van
Small home when she returned lavenderorchid.
man Piersma, and dosing prayer Fishing from the dock to prov- Preston Borr and wf. to Lam- Bill Sandahl and Dick I
May 4 and “shocked to see Ken’s Miss Isla Mulder, the bride’s
ing to be a popular sport this
led by Rev. Van Dyken.
who pounded out a trio ______ _
appearance."
sister, and Miss Joyce Talsma
week
at Maple Shade resort at bert Lubbers and wf. Lot 78 McFor their honeymoon to Niagara
Bride’s Add. City of Holland
apiece. But nobody got extra base
were maid of honor and bridesPort Sheldon and especiallyso for
Falls and Canada, the new Mrs.
Charles
Owen and wf . to hits u aU 16 hits off Hilton and
maid. They wore identical pink
Warn* Against Too
the children.Other sports include
Brouwer wore a beige linen dress
George Schreur and wf. PL Gov. Klaver were
<
gowns of Chantilly lace with off
with brown sleevelessJacket, tether ball and shuffle board. Lots 1, 2 Sec. 20-5-15 and Lot 80 Westenbroekstruck out 11 ban!:Elements in Fertilizers
the shoulder bertha and manA
canasta party, a potluck supdive green accessoriesand orchid
collars and bouffant skirts
per and a social event are River Hills Sub. No. 4 Twp. Hol- •re to notch the win. *
ALLEGAN (Special)— Boron, darin
corsage.
In the second contest Hilltop
of nylon net over taffeta with tafamong the activitiesplanned for land.
Henry P. Zwemer and wf. to bunched five runs in the third incopper, manganese and zinc should feta rosettes.They wore matchThe bride is a graduate of Hol- the week.
not be added generally to com- ing hats and mitts and carried land High School and is employ- Newly-arrivedguests are Mr. Charles W. Bnimmltt and wf. PL ning and scattered five more
ed in the office of Pent Electric and Mrs. Wally Dorng, Barbara. El El NW1 21-5-15 Twp. Holland throughout the other stanzas to
mercial fertilizers,cautions A D. bouquets of pink carnations,white
Clarence R. B roman and wf . to whip a E. Morse 10-5.
Co. The groom, a graduate of Nancy, Gardner and Keith, and
maline
and
shower
ribbions.
Sue
Morley, Allegan county agri culEmil
A. Boettcherand wf. Lots
Zeeland
High,
is
employed
by
Wyngarden and Faber cracked
Ann De Pree, niece of the groom,
Mrs. Dorng’s mother, Mrs. Agnes
tural agent Study and care are
36. 37 and Boats Lots 128, 127 doubles for Hilltop while pitcher
as flower girl, wore
white JJL Koto Auto Co.
Larsen; Mr. and Mrs. R.C. Haineeded.
Brandt and Giileland'sAdd. Twp. Kaat scattered the eight Mona
nylon dres with pink satin sash
After rehearsal Thursday night, mann and their niece and nephew,
Paul Rood, MieNgan State Colsingles.
and carried a basket of rose parents of the groom entertain- Mary and Jimmy Co 11a chi a, all Spring Lake.
lege extension soil scientist petals.
Joseph H. Coon and wf. to Abra- Steel and Northutoshared fa
ed the bridal party in Feltowshp of Chicago.
points out that the 10 elements
ham Van Dongen and wf. Pt Nl Morse pitching effortsto stop the
Attending the groom were Hall Pre-nuptialshowers were
From Ohio are Mr. and Mrs.
are divided as follows:Primary—
21-8-16 City of 10-hit Hilltop attack, but SiItoeFi
Arthur Dekker as best man and given by Isla Mulder and Mrs. Earl Davis, Judy and Jack of SI NW1 NEi
the nitrogen, phosphorusand pocharged with the loos.
Norman
Vruggnk
and Wayne Paul Mulder and by Mrs. Deward Sidney and Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Grand Haven
tash referred to in fertilizer numHerman DeBoer and wf. to
Mulder, ushers. Paul Mulder, Piersma.
Trostle
and
Linda
of
Piqua.
bers; secondary— calcium, magneIrene Huizenga Pt Lots 1, 2 BIk 4
Other guests are Mr. and Mrs.
sium and sulfur, often added in
Qty of Zeeland
ada, the bride chose a pink linen
Herbert Knuth, Skipper, Paul and
mixed fertilizers, and the trace
Harry Wagner to Albertus J. Bouws and wf. Lot 21 BIk 8 Asdress, white accessoriesand white
David
from
Detroit
and
Mr.
and
Plat No. 2 City of Holelements. Large quantities of the
Hooger
and wf. Pt NWi SWi sessor’s
roat corsage. They will live at 90
land
Mrs. Harold SchoTi, Nancy, Barbtrace elements boron, copper manWest 18th St upon their return ara and Mary of Grand Rapids 4-6-13 Twp. Georgetown
ganese and sine— never are needPeter J. Van Dyke to Martin Walter N, Curtis and wf. to Ella
next week.
who are spending another week
ed.
Mrs. Stremler, a graduate of here. Their guest to Miss Coral Nelson Pt Sec. 16-9-11Twp. Ches- Vetto Pt Lot 4 Bik <2 Monroe and
Harris Add. Grand Haven
The
Agricultural Reter
Miss Thelma Wahl, daughter of Saline High School, attended Uni- Boss.
search
Service
warns
that
trace
Robert F. McCarthy and wf . to
John P. Owen to Edward WelShe had told Small she was going
versity of Michiganand was gradWaukasoe r—
elements should be fitted to the Mr. and Mrs. David Wahl of 8a uated from St Joseph Mercy Hosters and wf. Lot D J. C. Dun ton Oscar F. Beyer Jr. and wf. Pt
to Chicago to visit friends and then
Highlight of activities this week Add. Holland
crop, soil and other conditions line, Mich., became the bride of pital X-ray School at Ann Arbor.
of
Lot 31 McCarthy's Sub. Twp.
called from Fennville, which is and that even small amounts may Bernard Jay Streqjler of Holland
Ernest Kraai and wf . to Peter Grand Haven
She now to an X-ray technician at at Waukazoo Inn will take place
near the summer home, to check have bad effects in some cases. last Saturdayevening in St Paul's Holland Hospital. Mr. Stremeler, tonight when Holland Explorer Lamar and wt Pt Sec. 19-6-14 Clarence Oostfag and wf. to '
Soil scientistsexpect present use Church in Saline. The groom to a Holland High graduate,to a Boy Scouts will present the page- Twp. Blendon
on the children.
John Fransburg Pt. Lot 3 BDc 1
“The word Tennvilk’ was the of 12,000 tons of trace elements a the son of Mr. and Mrs. Jacob senior pre-medical student at ant, ‘The Legend of Hiawatha," Ernest Kraai et al to Jerome South Prospect Park Add, City of
in front of Waukazoo Inn.
year to increase as soil reserves Stremler of 150 West 16th St.
breaking point,” Hoffman said.
Kraai and wt Pt Sec. 19-6-14 Holland
Hope College, where he to affiliatAmong new guests at the Inn Twp. Blendon
The Rev. Alvin Slemsen per- ed with Arcadian Fraternity.
As the trial droned into its third are depleted and we lean more
Benjamin Kool and wf. to Bert
are Mr. and Mrs. AJL Kehrt of
formed the double ring rites at
in
day, many people were turned about the deficiencies.
Jacob Essenburg and wf. to
Cincinnati, the Frank Meyer Adam Krenn and wf. Lot 216 Ter Haar and wf. Pt NEi 24-5-15
8 p.m. in a setting featuring bouaway from the 65-year-old court
quets of gladioliand candelabra.
family of New Orleans, Mr. and Howard B. Dunton’s Sub. Twp. Qty of Zeeland
house. Every available seat was
Youths Pay Fines
Peter A. Williams and wf. to
CkaracfterWitnesses
Hrs. Alton Wahl, the bride’s sister
Mrs. A.L. Rettig of St. Louis, Miss Holland
taken by anxious spectatorswhose
Melvin J, Vender Bie and wf. Lot
in-law,
was
soloist
and
Mrs.
James
Ann
Avram
of
St
Louis,
Mr.
and
fancy has been caught by the first- In Grind Haven Court
Five Star Lumber Go. to CorSay Dr. Small
Fcx was organist for the rites.
(From Wednesday'sSentinel)
Mrs. George Koehler of Cincinnati nelius J. Westenbroek and wf. Lot 39 Vredeveldt's Sub. Twp. Park
degree murder trial.
Mr .and Mrs. Albert De Bidder, Mr. and Mrs. George Fowler of 34 Indian Hills Sub. No. 1 Twp. James
Oakes and wf. to Mark‘Even-Tempered’
Hoffman put 11 witnesses on the GRAND HAVEN (Special)-The Bridal attendants were Miss
ers Co. Pt Bik 2 Boltwood’s Add.
stand before the court adjournedfollowingappeared in Municipal Donna Wahl, sister of the bride, Mr. and Mrs. John Ver Hoeven St. Louis, Winifred King of Kings Park
as maid of honor, and Miss Joyce and family, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Mills, Ohio.
ALLEGAN (Special)
Jacob for lunch at noon and all of them Court Monday:
Lewis Jacobs and wf. to John Grand Haven
Stremler, sister of the groom, Mrs. De Bidder and family attended
4 Small, 62, collapsed in tye court
Quincy White of Lake Forest, FransburgLot 77 Slagh’s Add.
James
C
Douglas,
16,
route
4,
Donald Mokma and wf. to Ottestified to the effect that the
room Wednesday as he waited Smalls were an extremely happy Holland, paid $10 fine and $5-50 David Osborn of Ridley Park, Pa., the Schutte family reunion at M., has Joined his brother, Tony, Qty of Holland
tawa Savings and Loan Assn. Lot
to testify in defense of his dentist couple before their marriage start- costs. He was arrested by city Mrs. Robert Wilson of Tullahoma, Kouws beach in Port Sheldon at Laurel Lodge. An addition to
Stanley Rutgers and wf. to 292 Diekema Homestead Add. Holwarn; 31-year-oldDr. Kenneth B. ed to hit toe rocks. Most of them police July 10 at the corner of Fifth Tenn., and Miss Marilyn Graf of Townships, on Monday July 5.
their household to their new collie, Ralph H. Schierbeek and wf. Lot land
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Van Kampen Prince.
Small, on trial for the murder of testifiedthat Dr. Small was an and Washington St. for driving a Saline as bridesmaids.
32 and pt 31 BIk G R. H. Post’s
John Karwacki and wf. to The
Ms wife’s suitor,New York play- “even-tempered, affectionate”hus- motor vehicle without an opera- Attendingthe groom were Louis have moved from their home on
Sally Diekema and Mr. and Park Hill Add. Holland
Marker* Co. Lots 22, 23 Henry
Stempfly,
Jr.,
of
Holland,
as
best
route
4,
to
560
West
20th
St,
bor industrialist, Jules Lack.
Mrs. BUI Carpenter entertained John Fransburg to Richard F. G. Schmidt’s Add. Grand Haven
tor’s license.
*
Ik was taken from the jam- First witness of toe morning was Stephen Brifnek, of Grand Hav- man, and Lawrence Peck of De- Holland. .
Elmer Ver Hoeven to convalescpaekad Allegan court house as Dr. Small’s mother, Mrs. Jacob en, charged by the sheriff’s depart- troit, Alton Wahl, the bride’s
Attorney Leo W. Hoffman Small, who took the stand in lieu ment with being a disorderly per- brother, Gordon Keen of Holland ing at his home after undergoing
was launchinga dramatic,emo- of her husband who was scheduled son by drinking on the highway In and James Schierbeekof Grand surgery at Holland Hospital retion-filled .case for the Detroit first before his collapse.
Grand Haven Township July 10, Rapids, the groom's cousins, as cently.
ushers.
Mr. and Mrs. Adrian Veele and
Amtkt His condition, however, “Ken was the best son a mother paid $25 fine and $5.50 oosts.
was reported as “not serious.” could have,” she testified.She told Ronald Schmitt, 18, of Grand Mrs. Alton Wahl made the Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Blauwkamp
Prosecutor Dwight M. Cheever how the family was only in “mod- Rapids, paid $15 fine and $5.10 bride’sgown, which was fashioned and sons, Ronald and Ricky have
rotted his case Tuesday afternoon est circumstances”and that Ken costs for allowing an unlicensed of white nylon tulle over satin, returned from a .week's trip
and did not bring Dr. Small’s wife had to give up many things to minnr to drive his motor vehicle with a portraitneckline and a full through Kentucky and Tennessee
skirt with short train. Hie silk where they visited points of inEdith back to the stand Wednesearn enough money to go to den- on July 10. Ronald Whitcomb, IT*
illusion veil was trimmed with terest such as the Mammouth
tal school at the Universityof Grand Rapids, driver of the autohand -tatted lace, made by the Cave of Kentucky and the Rocky
Mstead, he decided to rest his Michigan.
mobile, was charged with driving
bride’s mother. She carried a
reserving the right to call
-aaae, n
She broke down several tones with no operator'slicense and paid colonialbouquet The groom’s gift Gardens of Tennessee.
Corp Gordon Wassink, son of
rebuttal witnesses.
during her testimony,especially•$15 fine and $5.10 oosts. Them two to the bride was a single strand
Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Wassink,
when relating how she and her were arrested by dty police.
of pearls.
to stationed in Korea. At present
husband shopped for an engageThe maid of honor wore a white he to in construction work drivsal Mow” after Mrs. Small return- ment ring for Ken during his whirlorgandy dress fashioned similar to ing a bulldozer for a building of
sd from a Florida vacation last wind courtshipof Edith after grad- Mock Farmers Field
the bride's and accented with a new airstrips.He expects to be
mring where she met Lack and uation from dental school in 1344. Day Set for July 27
o*
pink glamellia. Bridesmaidswore there for about another three and
“Ike a bolt out of the blue’’ told
The Smalls had a very happy
identically styled gowns with one-half months. Raymond VanBmaS she wanted a divorce.
Four hundred visitors from all
marriage,the dentist's mother
green sashes and carried pink der Hulst, son of Mr. and Mrs.
“Small was an affectionate fath- said, and Dr. Small spent a lot over Michiganare
a expected at toe
carnations wKh white gtomeliias. George Vender Hulst was to
er, sa indulgent husband. He had of tone with his three sons, even Michigan State College experimena good disposition and was not “babysitting while the maid was tal muck farm near Bath on Tues- All wore short white nylon glove*. leave today for inducton into the
The newlyweds received 250 Army.
given to temper. If there was any on vacation."
day, July 27, for the annual Muck
guests et the reception in the
Mr. and Mrs. Henry De Ridder
aMdsm, perhaps he was too in- When
returned from Farmers Field Day.
church parlors. Assisting were and family have moved from their
dulgent Perhaps he planned too Florida, she said, it was evident Plans are shaping op for everyMarjorie Smeenge of Hol- farm on Barry St, route 1 West
much for his family,” Hoffman that he had gone through much thing from soil fumigation for Miss
land as receptionist;Lila Strem- Olive to their new home on
said.*
mental anguish over his marital nematode control to operation of a ler, sister of the groom, in charge
Quincy St, route 2, Holland.
said Small was afraid of what roubles.He stayed at his parents’ mint distillery, according to A D.
of the guest book; Mr. and Mrs.
INVESTIGATE 'ACCIDENT— Twelve members
the middle of the intersection (foreground).
would! happen to the children if his home on his return and when Morley, Allegan county agriculGarold Marsh of Holland who
of Holland's Police Auxiliary received some on
wife married Lack and said her chastened for talking back to his tural agent Hybrty onions, grain served punch; Mr. and Mrs, Her- Pays Fme in Coart t
Two offkors (cental), Bud Borr and Donald
the job tratning when they were called apon to
rofcsal to give him
second fathen Mrs. Small said her son growing on muck, automaticirri- man Stremler of Fennville. in
Oostarbaan,acted os drivers of the vehicles.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
chance caused him “mental too sobbed—
sorry, Fm Just all gation,chemical weed control,
investigatean "accident" early Tuesday
charge of the gift room, and Mrs. Terry Lee Minor, 18, of 218 Jacktmt.”
dead Inside."
insecticides, and fungicidesand Ellto Pratt and Mrs. Willard Hert- son St, Spring Lake, paid 810 fine
evening. The accident actually never occurred
Hoffman said Small was unable
Herb Josephson, a building con- new ways to place fertilizerwill be kr of Saline, who poured. Cutting and 84.30 costs In Mundpal Court
but was set up by the Holland police departtractor in HuntingtonWoods near features.Turf and rotation studies,
Tuesday on a charge of allowing
ment. Two w roc
corg, provided by
| point came when Detroit, and his wife were one of
ns of minimum and coo- were Mrs. Reuben Herter or Ann an unlicensed minor to operate his
Yoneklasen Auto Parts, were towed to 14th St.
to the summer home on the first couples to meet the
tillage and use of nitro- Arbor and Mrs. Clarence Wurster motor vehicle. Minor was arrested
where Lack was Smalls in Detroit. Both
Both testified
tntined
o
on corn and wheat win be
by State Polioa July 5 iajCrockary
that the SmalU “seemed ideally others.
^F^their wedding trip to Oa*
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In contrast to last year, area
school meetings approvedonly one
millage increase Mqpday night as
expansion liscussions and school
board electionstook the spotlight.
Beechwood School was the only
school reporting an increase — «a
six-mill hike to accommodate operating costs. Over at New Groningen, the debt retirement was reduced to a six-mill rate.
Voters at the School District No.
1 Frl. meeting returned Clarence

Resident &

Spring Lake

Area Schools Discuss Expansion, Elect Boards

Dies

at

Nursing

Home

—

East Hollahd School held its electhree years at New dronlngen trustees.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
School, Holland district 3. Van , At the annual meeting of Lake- tion June 7 and Albert Vos and William E. Reed, 80, of StrawDyke win serve as secretary and wood School held in March the Willis Knoll were reelected- board berry Point, Spring Lake, died
Van Dam, treasurer.Earl Mulder group voted to have a graded dis- members. Officersare Willis Knoll, Sunday morning at Hillcrest Nursis president and Dick Van Dorp trict Officers named at that time secretary;Gerald Boeve, presi- ing home in Grind Rapids after
and Wallace Schilstra, trustees.
were Arthur Pittard, president; dent; Alvin Naber, treasurer and a year’s illness. His wife died Oct
Reelected as trusteesto three- Mrs. E. W. Nienhuis, secretary Jay Janssen and Albert Vos, true- 16, 1953. •
year terms at Van Raalte, Holland and Peter J. Hoving, treasurer.
District 4, were Gerald Den Bley- John Perclval and James Hayward

He came to Spring Lake in 1917
A three man board will serve at from Grand Rapids where he had
Ventura School. Donald. Van been a fireman for more than 20
ker and Richard Van Eyck who an trustees.
Lente was reelectedmoderator. years. As a local resident, he was
were named president and trustee,
An earlier meeting also was callrespectively.. Benjamin Van Sloo* ed by Harrington School and on Richard .Vander Yacjrt is director employed by Eagle-OttawaLeathten was elected secretary and June 14 the district reelectedFred and Donald Breuker, treasurer.
er Co. and the Grand Trunk swing
Ray Sprick was elected/director<
Yntema and Nelson Van Koever- James Slager, treasurer. Earl Weiss and Rqlph Maass, trustees. at MontelloPark School, Holland bridge before he retired.
He was a member of St Mary’s
ing to the board for three-year Schipper is trustee.About 90 at- Weiss was named secretary; Carl District 7 Frl, to replace Ben Hole
Catholic church of Spring Lake
tended the meeting. The citizens Harrington, president,and Ed Herterms at the annual .meeting Moncommittee reappointed was George polsheimer, treasurer.Trustees are whose term expired.He will serve and the Holy Name Society, as
day in Zeeland High School.
Lemmen, Peter Van Eyck, Ralph Winton Gibbons and Maass. The a three-year term. Other officers well as the Grand Haven Knights
Oiliy 59 persons appeared at the Whitehead, John Vanden Berge
are John Aalderink,moderator, of
.
voters also decided to go ahead
meeting that was notable for lack and Marvin Geerlings.
Surviving are a daughter, Mr*
with building plans with consider- and Harold De Free, treasurer,
of an issue since the change of
named recently to fill the unex- tyichaelDonahue of Spring Lake;
John Weener who completed the ation for three new rooms and a
school tax dates passed last year.
pired term of Harry Bleeker who four sisters, Mrs. Minnie Hommel
term of Richard Poest, deceased, gym.
of Six Lakes, Mrs. Mary Ellsworth
At a board meeting ‘ following was named to a three-year term A1 Knipe was elected for three moved out til the district.
of Grand gapids, Mrs./ Myrtle
the public meeting, Henry. Geer- at Noordeloos School District10. years to succeed Robert Fitzgerald
Clark and Mrs. Sidney Fowler of
lings was reelected president,YnOfficers elected were Koene Van at Waukazoo school. Officerselect- Wright Township
Greenville,four grandchildren and
tema secretary and Van Koever- Den Bosch, president;Weener, sec- ed are Mrs. Ruth Van Haitsma,

.

Columbus.

•

.

Man

ing

treasurer,

retary; Ivan Kragt, treasurer and secretary; Emmett McFall, presi- Dies of Heart Attack
At Apple Avenue School District Henry De Ridder and Ralph Es- dent; Everett Meurer, treasurer
No. 1 Frl. Herbert Vander Ploeg senburg, trustees.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
and Harold Ramsey and Knipe,
was elected for a three year term
Herman
Lindley, 73, of Wright
trustees.
as treasurer following the resolu- Andrew Gutknecht was named to
Harvey De Vree was reelected township, was found dead in his
the board at Pine Creek School for
tion adopted to accept the resiga three-year term to succeed DoA to three-year term and Walter bedroom at 9:15 p.m. Sunday by
nation of Harold J. Mouw as disBrewer,
whose term expired. Re- Scheibachto a one-yearterm at his 15-year-old grandson, Ralph
trict treasurer.Ben Dykstra is direlected was All Stans by who later the Beechwood School election.
ector and Otto Schaap, moderator.
Lindley. The body fully clothed
was named president.A1 Riemers- Peter Meurer is secretary; Fred
At Federal School Carroll Norlln
ma
was
elected secretary; Ben Bocks, treasurer, and Scheibach was slumped over the bed and
was reelected trustee for three
Coroner Joseph E. Kammeraad
Brandsen, treasurer and Gutknecht and John Essenburg, trustees.
years by a vote of 120 to 36. Offiand
Nick
Dekker,
trustees.
said the man died of a heart atLester
Walker
and
Louis
Van
cers named were Norlin, • secretary; Raymond Kootstra, presi- At North Holland Frl. No. 5, J. Dyke were reelected to three-year tack about 45 minutes before he
dent; Leonard Buursma, treasurer M. Jongekrijg was reelected for a terms at Waverly School. The was found.
Surviving are a son, Herman
and John Schreur and Herman one-year term. Bernard Bosmap is board will elect officerstonight.
Lindley, Jr., with whom the deOther
members
are
Leonard
president;
Jongekrijg,
secretary;
Kragt, trustees.
ceased lived, and another son
-v Clayton Van Dyke, John Van John -Raak, treasurer and Gerrit Fought, Floyd Prins and Jacob
whose whereaboutsis unknown.
^
Dam were reelected trustees for Van Kampen and Henry Freriks,
,

five great grandchildren.

-

William Tresiai Dies
At Zeeland Hospital

•

(Special) - William Tresias, 70, East Main Ave.,
Zeeland, died Saturday afternoon
at Zeeland Hospital.He had been
confined in the hospital for nine
months.
He formerly operatedthe Zeeland Lunch Room un^il retires
ment a few years ago.

ZEELAND

The InternationalRed Cross was
founded at Geneva, Switzerland,
in 1861

^

Jonker.

The “Good Old Summertime” Directory

WHERE TO

GO - WHERE TO EAT - WHERE TO SHOP - WHAT TO DO

All roa GEORGE — Abort, Gtoryt Zur.rinkdott
mmtfUat to raptaWl maaj. amtr ttoti Monday
aJgtorcfaaktev toadf. Tto Hds top( bto buy tigniog
autograph*toe fat au ton or or*. 'Mow. to shows

mmo

Mayor Harry Harriagkm looks a Bftft
Mghtooed behind that eatebor'tglare. Thuabiag

HAD’S

prfso that

another Imaginaryttrlkeoatis Dos Itoaard,candidate
for (to ItpabUcaa nomination for govsraor.

of that Zwrwtak tow. and JTs probably so ssr-

(StnUntl photo)

Huge Crowd Sees

the Republican gubernatorial
nomination. He was sitting with a
group of about 50 members of the

Gifts Presented,

In

Bar-B-Qt
Cold Drinks. Thick Mails

Rons

It

was a big

night for George

Zuwrink.

An estimated U500 fans turned
out at Riverview Park Monday
night to honor the big Tiger
pitcher as a local boy who has
made good where ao many fail—
in major league baseball
He was praised by many— and
showeredwith a host of gifts from
the various organizations around
town. But be still remained a
humble George Zuverink—willing to umpire a couple innings of
the ball game while the fans concentrated on the Dutchmen and
forgot about him.
"You have tased both victory
and defeat." said Mayor Harry
Harrington in introducing Zuverink. And as the honors and gifts
continuedto flow, it was truly
one of Zuverlnk’sgreatestvic-

year-round fireproof hotel In
toe heart oi Western Michigan's

dioApiia! yioi&A

Holland

Man Receives

camera and case. To Zuverink it One Cent Tax Refund
meant "lots of pictures of my
little daughter." He was referring
Russ Rutger* of 39 East 20th St,
to three-month-old Dawn Mara.
is wonderinghow the federal govFinally, from Peter Hiemenga, ernment Is ever going to balance
a long supporter of the Dutchmen the budget— and he has good reaand Holland baseball,came a S25 son.
gift certificate to a local sporting
Monday he received an income
store from the sponsoring tax refund check for a measly one
Club. Acting cent. Yes that’s right— one penny.
through"They never will be able to balance the budget because they
(tent Gibe kultr. '
won’t -i be able to cancel that
Zuverink's wife and parent*, check.” Russ said. ‘Tm going to
..... of keep^it as a souvenir for my grand-

1
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PHONE! 2379
Balk o»* Bottled
HIES HARDWARE CO.
me 3315 - M833 - *4561

Phone 2542

'Best'

Food

G.E. ElectricalAppliances

PRODUCE

Bottled Gas Service
Service

170 West 13th

ITS

All AppUancee
ElectricWiring

oi

SL

SO and Finn

left a permanent opening In St
Martin'sstomach through which
Dr. Beaumont conducted experiments that became the foundation
for today’s knowledge of the di

gestive process.
Dr. and Mrs. Vanderberg were
accompanied by Dj. and Mrs.
Gelmer Van Noord bf Grand Ra

•

With

\

-

SAVE

*

Shift

O LOW

MAIN AUTO SUPPLY
Ith

Auto Service

Lots - Resorts

29 W.

Mi

KOUW

St

on Laks Macatawa

DIESEL BOAT

WOLVERINE

RELIABLE SERVICE

194 River at

LEAVES KOLLEN

PARK

8th

Ottawa County
Wilbur Clarence Vander Yacht,
25, and Audrey Leonard Speer, 25
both of Holland; Edward C. John
son, 31, route 2, Spring Lake, and
Judith Mattson, 37, Grand Haven
Howard Leslie Kohloff,25, Grand
Haven, and Gertrude Marie Pirrotta, 22, Muskegon; William M.
Easterly, 21, and Lois Dobson, 22
both of route 1, Nunica; Aimer
Vanden Bosch, 23, Holland, an<
Barbara Roelofs, 18, Zeeland.

A

Convenient and Friendly
place to do year banking.

MOTOR SALES
MB CHICAGO

St.

WeM Mi

FOX’S

.

and

River

HOUSEWARES
^HARDWARE

Phone *121

WOOD
Photo Supply

Resort Properties

•S WeM Ith

GIFTS
TEERMAN’S
19 W. Ith

REALTOR and INSURANCE
City

St.

'

Portraits and Cameras
DEVELOPING and PRINTING

We give StH Stamps
Comer ItMUver Phone

4707

PRESCRIPTIONS — DRUGS

FOUNTAIN SERVICE
13TH AND MAPLE AVE.
Cnmero Suppliesend Films

(LEAN ECS
“THE HOUSE OF SERVICE”

Ph

Toys

2465 - College at 6th

.

EASTMAN KODAKS

Holland Evtning Sentinel

FILMS and SUPPLIES

While on your vacation,

Wade Drug Co.
13TH AND MAPLE AVI.

IT

YOUN WALGREEN AGENCY

Wade Drug Co.

READ

ORDER

Ith

. Rexall Agency
Phone 3105

20 Wert

HERFST

St.

The

Hanson’s Drug Store

Property

426 Mnple Are.
Phene 4462

66

4 RegisteredPhrmnadsts

Model Drug Store

STUDIO and PHOTO SUPPLY
F West Ml
Holland

Water Temp.

DRUGS-TOILETRIES

Dry Cleaning

DU SAAR PHOTO
. and GIFT SHOP
Across from Worm Friend Tav.

REALTOR
A Perm

Ph. 4714

Drugs and Cosmetics

KODAKS

St.

Jacob Grasmeyer
City

East 8th

PHONE 9581

Photo Finishing
Quality — Fast Service

LAKE

Pharmacy
SL

Bunte’s

Atlas Tires and Batteries

Phone 3366

IMi and

C. C.

Cosmetics

VISIT OUR FOUNTAIN

M

STANDARD SERVICE
Greasing — Washing — Polishing

City, Commercial and Resort
Properties

Application Denied
The Board of Appeals Monday

k

DepoeHs tnsared to 110.000

DRIVE PHONE 7225

MEENG’S

REALTOR and INSURANCE

20

-

REACH TOYS

Gifts

Russell A. Klaasen

Jewelers

Drugs

Vi mile East on M-21

Phone 2311

v

ADULTS 75c CHILDREN 45c

Drugs

i

1 - 3 - 5 - 7 - 9 P.M. Daily

MICHIGAN

/

liVnr Ave. at Sixth

Peoples Stale Bank

Jewelry
Marriage Licenses

Jobbers Outlet

41 EAST ITH STREET

UNITED

Qty — Lake — Farm Properties
Homes — Cottages — Lots

1VERY WEDNESDAY

— Books

BOOK STORE

Large Selection to
Choose From

Ds Roo Realty Co.

^

PRICES

a J&O GREEN STAMPS

.Street

BRINK’S

USED
CARS

Phone 2364

Scenic Cruise
and Lokt Michigan

Films

HIGH GRADE

' REALTY CO., REALTOR

2 Hour

twha\ese

O DOUBLE STAMPS

Witches

ga*

Mk

ISAAC

pids.

night denied the application ,of the
Lievense Agency to construct an
office building near MichiganAve.
and 25th St The board set July 27
at 7 p.m. for an open hearing on
the request of Walter Anderson,
Muskegon, to erect a gasoline station on River Ave. near 13th St.
The same date was set by the Fire
District Board for a hearing on the
application of Tony Dozeman, to
Russ estimates it cost the gov- put brick veneer on a portion of
his IGA store at 27th St and Michl-

i

Homes - Farms •

Boat Rides

31st and Michigan

SCOn ATWATER

Outboard Motors

•0 East

REAL ESTATE

Dedication of Memorial

'

Reels Produce Mkt.

Phone 4111

BoU-a-Matk FuU

Open « A.M. to 4 P.M. Doilr

Freeh Daily— Two Locations

ESSENBURG ELECTRIC CO.
50 West 8th

•

St.

On

AU Types

Phone 4573

Local Doctor to Attend

was a barometerfrom the Ameri- were: Mrs. Stephen Langejans
can Legion. C.C. Wood represent- and baby, route 6; Mrs. John Den
ed the Chamber while Dell Koop Bleyker and baby, route 6; Mrs.
presented the Legion’s gift
Glenn Russcher and baby, route
Making a Joint presentation 3; Mrs. Stanley Van Lopik and
from the fraternal groups were baby, 1326 Shoshone Walk; Mrs.
Paul Fortney of the Moose, Lou William Hinga and baby, route 1;
Borgman of the Elks, Ike Klein- Charles Acterhof, 242 West 29th
jans of the VFW and A1 Roels St.; ClarenceKemme, 413 Gray,
of the Eagles. It was a 22 caliber Greenville, Ohio; Mark R. Nyrifle complete with carrying case, boer, rout® 1.
Births include a son, Philip
shells and all the equipment
Zuverink’sold employer had Dale, born Monday to Mr. and
representing the Holland Furance Mrs. Harvey Genzink, 861 Lincoln
representing the Hollnd Furance Ave.; a boy bom today to Mr.
Company, gave George an electric and Robert Kraker, route 5; a
shaver and a billfold with his boy, Richard, bom today to Mr.
name engraved in gold. And and Mrs. George Romeyn, route
"Yocum" Woldring, not at the 1, and a girl Patricia Lynn, bom
game, offered " gun shells /or the today to Mr. and Mrs. Merle Boes,
season.
303 West 18th St
His own relation, represented by
George's brother-in-lawLloyd

"
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HEMPEL'S
PASTRIES

LUNCHES
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^

Ms

Their

AT

A

Dr. and Mrs. E. Vanderberg exThe following were admitted to pect to leave Friday for Mackinac
"Holland lias missionariesIn
many fields," Harrington said. Holland Hospital Monday: Gloria Island where they will attend de"And we’re glad to Include you, Schurman, 78 East 23rd St; Mrs. dicationof the new Beaumont
Memorial on Saturday.
George— In the sports ' world. It
Alice Kraker, route 3, HudsonThe memorial is a reconstrucshows once more that a man can
hail from a small town and still ville; the Rev. Cornelius Maring, tion of the old American Fur Com187 West 18th St; Marvin Essink pany retail store built on the origo places."
And then came the gifts. There route 2, Hamilton;George Essink, ginal foundation of the structure
was
mixmaster from the route 5 Holland; Mrs. Abble Pat- where Alexis St. Martin was shot
accidentally In 1822. and received
Chamber
Commerce that
huis, 122, East Eighth St., Burtin his first medical care from Dr.
brought
long "ooohh” from
Beaumont, then Army surgeon at
Zuverink’s wife, Laraine, who was Brink, route 2, Hamilton.
sittingin the grandstands. There
Discharged from the Hospital old Fort Mackinac.This accident

flash
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AT TOUR SERVICE

F0R Pastries

Real Estate

%

Maatman, presented a

SI East

Restaurants

tories.

a

HOLLAND

VAN GRONDELLE *

FRENCH
PASTRY SHOPPE

SANDWICH SHOP
man

.

House Paints

CAKES and PIES
SWEET ROLLS

A

Traveler

HEADQUARTERS

Enterprise . Ford

lustre

152 East Ito

Holland. Michigan

RUSS’

George as Umpire

.

-

INFORMATION

The Color House

PASTRIES

from Junior High

grade school, junior high
ocatlonland:A truly Modem
senior high instrumental
Hotel 170 rooms.
Holland Kiwanis Club who at- musiciansare taking part in the
summer
music
program
directed
tended the ceremony and followOoee le BusinessDistrict
by Arthur C. Hills.
ing game in a body.
RELAX IN THE BIER KELDER.
For the first two innings of the # Each of the four elementary east
HOLLAMD
contest, ^uverink was the arbi- schools and Junior High are well
AIR CONDITIONED COMFORT
trator at first base. He even represented by those students conclowned for the crowd, borrow- tinuing their study. All students
Eat In The batch Grille
ing Ned Stuits’ cap while Stuits meet Fridays at 11 a.m. in the
Enjoy Yourself At The
Junior High band room for an alltrotted over to watch third.
After that, he still wasn’t city band.
WARM FRIEND
Mrs. Wanda Rider, local violin
through. There were the kids—
and they weren’t there just to soloist, instructs the string players
hear him talk. They wanted some- each Monday and Tuesday for six
thing they could keep and show weeks in the Junior High building.
Registration*may still be made
some of their friends who weren’t
there. So Zuverink obliged with this week at 9 a.m. at the follow
ing places: today, Junior High
his autographs.
Perhaps standing out in the en- School; Wednesday, Van Raalte
Buy Thru
Realtor
tire ceremony were Zuverink’s School; Thursday, Longfellow
Friday,
Lincoln.
With Confidence and Save Time
words at the ceremony:
Further information may be ob- • UEAKFA8T
"You lose some, .but your day
HOLLAND BOARD
•
~
will come and you’ll win ‘em too." tained by calling Hills at his home
•
DDVNEkS
George Zuverink won Monday at noon or in the evening.
REALTORS
Open 5:30 an. 'Ill 11 pja.
night. *
AH CONDITIONED

and

DELICIOUS

Tourist

-WAUPAPER

Lvminall

Low

'

JausAtL

Specialty

Pock up tfit Family
and drhrt over to

Many

FOR

Kanbwqtn.
Omr

Coining out of the stands to
Many Students Take Part
offer his congratulatons were
Donald S. Leonard,candidate for In Sommer Music Program

PAINT

JjwuL

(Oahm,

SANDWICH and SODA BAR

Miscellaneous

Bakery

Hotel

Drive-Ins

TODAY

Ptotn Finishing

—

Drugs

Phone 3191
For Spac*
i. ihi*

,

-
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HHfi

Complete Selection of Toys
in Seoaon the Year
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